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Abstract
In this Master thesis, two directions have been explored to improve the current parton
shower algorithm of the event generator Pythia. Firstly, three choices of transverse-
momentum-ordered evolution variable have been studied for final-state radiation in order
to allow more flexibility within the algorithm. These three choices turn out to be valid but
they lead to more technical implementations than the default evolution variable. Secondly,
a new approach, involving colour dipoles, has been set up to deal locally with recoils in
initial-state radiation. It is a complementary procedure to the one present in the current
version of Pythia, which is based on global recoils. This new procedure has been imple-
mented and compared to the default one through some simulations. The use of the dipole
framework leads to a smooth combination of initial-state radiation and final-state radia-
tion. Some specific cases, such as deep inelastic scattering, are better described with this
new approach. The matching between Feynman graphs and parton shower also benefits
from this framework.
Popula¨rvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Standardmodellen a¨r det teoretiska ramverk som beskriver partikelva¨xelverkningar p˚a sub-
atoma¨r niv˚a. Fo¨r att bekra¨fta teorins fo¨rutsa¨gelser beho¨ver experimentella data samlas in.
I partikelfysik kan information om hur partiklar produceras och va¨xelverkar med varandra
erh˚allas genom att accelerara partiklar till ho¨ga energier och sedan l˚ata dem kollidera.
Detta a¨r ska¨let att partikelkolliderare har byggts de senaste a˚rtiondena. De data som sam-
lats in genom dessa experiment har bekra¨ftat att standardmodellen ger en mycket rimlig
beskrivning av det mesta av de observerade fenomenen.
Olyckligtvis kan vissa experimentella observationer inte fo¨rklaras enbart med standard-
modellen. Detta motiverar forskare att so¨ka efter utvidgningar av standardmodellen eller
efter helt nya teorier. Nufo¨rtiden anva¨nds kolliderare inte enbart fo¨r att validera modeller
utan ocks˚a att samla experimentella antydningar om vilka riktningar som skall utforskas.
I detta sammanhang planeras kolliderare fo¨r de kommande a˚rtiondena.
Eftersom det a¨r dyrt och komplicerat att bygga en kolliderare s˚a a¨r det anva¨ndbart
att simulera vad som kan ta¨nkas intra¨ﬀa i fo¨rva¨g. Med s˚adana simuleringar kan framtida
resultat fo¨rutses. Datorprogram som go¨r detta kallas ha¨ndelsegeneratorer och baseras p˚a
sannolikhetsma¨ssiga ansatser. Mer i detalj kan en simulering starta med tv˚a inkommande
partiklar. Dessa partiklar va¨xelverkar sedan och producerar nya partiklar. Varje s˚adan
mo¨jlig va¨xelverkan karakteriseras av en viss sannolikhet att intra¨ﬀa. De nya partiklarna
kan va¨xelverka igen, alternativt so¨nderfalla, vilket leder fram mot ett sluttillst˚and. Hela
processen, fr˚an de inkommande partiklarna till slutpartiklarna, kallas en ha¨ndelse. Fo¨r att
en simulering skall ge relevanta fo¨rutsa¨gelser m˚aste m˚anga ha¨ndelser genereras. Resultaten
m˚aste o¨verenssta¨mma med existerande experimentella data, inom ramen fo¨r statistiska
o¨verva¨ganden och gjorda approximationer.
Da¨rfo¨r blir ha¨ndelsegeneratorer en fo¨rbindelsela¨nk mellan teori och experiment. De
m˚aste uppfylla teorins krav och ocks˚a reproducera experimentella observationer. Det p˚ag˚ar
ett sta¨ndigt arbete att fo¨rba¨ttra eﬀektivitet och precision av dessa generatorer. N˚agra
fo¨rba¨ttringsriktningar utforskas i denna avhandling.
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1 Introduction
Over the last decades, particle colliders, such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), have
been built in order to gather experimental data. These data have been compared with
the predictions given by the Standard Model and lead to the conclusion that this model
gives an accurate description of most of the observed physics [1]. However, some aspects
cannot be described by the Standard Model and new theories arise to try to explain them.
Exploring new physics is then the aim of the next generation of particle colliders.
Building a particle collider is an expensive and technical task. Therefore, it is crucial to
predict the results which can be obtained via simulations. These simulations are gathered
under the name of event generators. Among all the existing event generators, one can
mention Herwig [2, 3], Sherpa [4] and Pythia [5, 6]. The latter one will be used in this
thesis. In such an event generator, hadron collisions are described at a parton1 level within
the framework of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [1, 7, 8]. The usual calculations
using Feynman graphs become very challenging in this case because of the large number
of involved partons and of the degree of precision needed to reproduce experimental data.
Therefore, event generators are partly based on the parton shower approach, which is
an approximation of Feynman graphs and make calculations doable. In this approach,
the generation of the final-state particles is described via a sequence of parton emissions,
followed by a hadronization process and a chain of decays. This framework is presented in
section 2.
The aim of this Master thesis is to understand the current parton shower algorithms
and to propose a few possible improvements. Two directions are explored. The first one is
to study three diﬀerent choices of evolution variable and to compare them to the default
Pythia algorithm. An evolution variable is a quantity which permits to order the diﬀerent
emissions in a shower. Several choices are then possible and each one has an influence on
the radiation pattern of the shower. Being able to switch between several definitions of the
evolution variable would allow more flexibility within the shower and make the matching
between Feynman graphs and the parton shower approximation easier. This study is
carried out in section 3.
The second direction is the analysis of recoils in parton showers. When an emission
occurs, the momenta of some partons previously generated have to be modified in order
to ensure four-momentum conservation at each step of the shower. Several techniques
already exist to deal with these recoils for emissions coming from both the initial- and
final-state partons. In the default Pythia, recoils for initial-state emissions are handled
via a global-recoil procedure, where all the final partons created so far get a change in
their momentum. This procedure gives a sensible description but some uncertainties are
observed. Therefore, a new approach involving local recoils is proposed in section 4. The
1Here, parton is used to refer to quarks and gluons.
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aim of this procedure is to modify the momentum of only one parton instead of changing
the momenta of all final partons. This is achieved within the framework of colour dipoles.
The thesis ends with section 5, where a summary of the important aspects is given and
where the conclusions are drawn.
2 The parton shower approach
2.1 Why do we need parton showers?
In perturbative calculations, observables predicted by a quantum field theory are expressed
in terms of powers of the coupling of that theory [1]. The largest power of the coupling
present in the expression of the observable gives us the order of the calculation and then
its precision. The higher the order is, the more accurate the estimation is. In QCD, an
observable O can be written in the following way (contributions from the electroweak sector
are neglected here for simplicity):
O(αs) =
n∑
i=0
Ai α
i
s +O(α
n+1
s ), (1)
where αs is the strong coupling and the Ai’s are some coeﬃcients. Here, the observable O
is estimated at the order n in αs. It is important to notice that some of the coeﬃcients
Ai’s might be equal to zero. For example, for some observables, the first non-vanishing
term might be A2 α2s i.e. A1 = 0 and A0 = 0.
As an example of observables, cross sections are calculated by combining matrix ele-
ments (physics of the involved process) and phase-space elements (kinematics and geometry
of detectors). In the case of hadronic processes like a pp collision, the parton distribution
functions (PDFs) must also be included as follows [9]:
σ(Q2) =
∫∫
dx1 dx2 f1(x1, Q
2) f2(x2, Q
2) σˆ(sˆ = x1x2s,Q
2), (2)
with σ(Q2) the total cross section evaluated at some scale Q2, σˆ the integrated parton-level
cross section (matrix element + phase-space element), s the center-of-mass energy squared
of the pp system and fi(xi, Q2) the PDF of parton i carrying a fraction xi of the momentum
of the proton. The PDFs will be discussed further in another section.
Matrix elements are evaluated at a fixed order by using Feynman graphs. Leading
order (LO) calculations have been done for all well known processes. In LO calculations,
only the first non-vanishing term in the expansion (1) is kept. Next-to-leading order (NLO)
calculations, which include the two first non-vanishing terms of the expansion (1), can often
been performed, but calculations above NLO become a real challenge despite some progress
[9]. Unfortunately, NLO calculations are not always suﬃcient to describe what actually
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happens in colliders. Indeed, some kinematical configurations can considerably enhance
the higher order contributions in the expression of the cross section [7]. An example of
such a configuration is when two partons are emitted with almost collinear momenta [10].
We will come back to this enhancement in the next sections. Therefore, those higher order
terms must be taken into account in order to get a reasonable accuracy.
There is another limitation: many partons can be created after the hard process (the
way the hard process is defined will be explained later) and it is very diﬃcult to achieve
matrix elements calculations with Feynman graphs for more than eight partons in the final
state [9]. Besides, it is not possible to know a priori how many partons will be created,
so the phase-space dimensionality (and then the kinematics) cannot be predicted from the
beginning. Therefore, a dynamical treatment is needed in order to take into account the
fact that the number of final partons is not known and depends on the evolution of the
process itself.
The aim of the so-called parton shower approach is therefore to provide an approxima-
tion of Feynman graphs which includes the higher order terms (taking into account the
enhancement in the collinear and soft regions) and which can be used in a dynamical way
in order to describe any kind of final state with an arbitrary number of partons [7].
2.2 Parton showers
In a parton shower formulation, a branching probability is used to generate, in a dynamical
way, the diﬀerent partons which can be created during the process. An advantage of the
parton shower formalism is that it readily lends itself to numerical simulations. Indeed,
computer codes can be implemented to select diﬀerent kinds of branchings according to
their probabilities [7]. This will be described in more details in another section.
In QCD, the most interesting branchings which can occur are: q → qg, q → qg,
g → qq and g → gg, where q stands for quark, q for antiquark and g for gluon. The first
two actually give the same branching probability [7]. Those branchings can be compared
to their equivalents in Quantum Electrodynamics (QED): e− → e−γ, e+ → e+γ and
γ → e+e−, with the positron e+, the electron e− and the photon γ. The fourth branching
g → gg does not have its equivalent in QED and exists only because of the non-Abelian
structure of QCD [1, 7, 8].
The meaning of the name parton shower can now be explained. After a hard process
leading to the generation of some partons, those latters can branch according to the pat-
terns described above. The newly created partons can also emit in the same way as their
parents and so forth. It is a succession of those branchings that leads to a multiplication
of the number of partons. An illustration of a parton shower is given in Figure 2.
The example above only shows QCD radiation but one has to specify that, in a simu-
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q → qg q→ qg g → qq g → gg
Figure 1: Feynman diagrams of the main branchings involved in QCD.
e−
e+
γ∗/Z0
Figure 2: Development of a parton shower at an e+e− collider.
lation, all kinds of possible branchings are taken into account (QED and weak radiations
are implemented in Pythia but the latter is not turned on by default). A lot of emphasis
is put on the QCD radiation because it is the most relevant one in hadron colliders [1].
Every branching involves a virtual particle, which means that this particle is neither
in the initial state nor in the final state. Those virtual particles also appear in the usual
approach using Feynman graphs and are represented by internal lines. A virtual particle
is always oﬀ-mass-shell which means that the square of its four-momentum p2 is not equal
to its rest mass squared m20. The diﬀerence p
2 − m20 is called virtuality. In contrast, a
real particle is said to be on-mass-shell and its virtuality is equal to zero. In the Feynman
language, the virtuality appears in the denominator of the propagator that one has to
associate to each internal line [1]. In the parton shower approach, the virtuality of the
branching parton is used to characterize the emission [9].
When the incoming particles are hadrons then one can have emissions before the
hard process occurs. Those emissions are called Initial-State Radiation (ISR) or Space-
like Branchings. The latter name is justified by the fact that the virtuality of the involved
virtual parton is negative (the metric diag(1,−1,−1,−1) is used here). When the virtu-
ality is positive, the names Final-State Radiation (FSR) or Timelike Branchings are used
instead [7]. These emissions are usually coming from the partons which were generated
after the hard process but it is not always the case. The presence of ISR and FSR depends
7
pHard
process
p
p2 < 0
ISR
p2 > 0
FSR
Figure 3: Development of a parton shower at a pp collider. The blobs on the left represent
the incoming protons. The initial partons coming from the protons radiate and generate
an ISR with a virtuality p2 < 0.
on the process.
An important aspect, which has not been discussed yet in this section, is the way the
hard process is defined. Usually, the hard process is the relevant part of the full process
for our purpose. For example, the hard process might be the production of a Z0 boson or
of a Higgs boson. However, the choice of the hard process is not unique and the specific
choice which is made has an influence. For example, ISR and FSR can be absorbed within
the definition of the hard process. Some examples are given in Figure 4.
In Figure 4, the choice of the hard process is represented by the oval shape. In diagram
(4a), we only have FSR (and QED ISR which is not represented). Two possible choices
for the hard process have been drawn. The choice (1) only contains the Z0 production and
its direct decay whereas the choice (2) also includes the two first emissions. This example
shows how one can absorb FSR within the definition of the hard process. The diagram
(4b) gives an example where only ISR is present. Finally, the diagram (4c) shows how FSR
can come from the initial partons.
We will now explain how to estimate the branching probabilities and then how to gen-
erate a parton shower. The kinematics is rather diﬀerent for ISR and for FSR. Therefore,
we will treat them separately.
2.3 Final-state radiation
2.3.1 Fundamental example: e+e− → qq
We will illustrate how we can define a branching probability from Feynman graphs through
the following well known process: e+e− → qq.
The total cross section of this process is calculated in detail in [7] or in [1]. At LO, we
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Two choices of the hard process
(1)
(2)
FSR
e−
e+
γ∗/Z0
(a)
p
p
ISR
t
H0
t
γ
γ
Hard process
(b)
p
p
ISR
γ∗/Z0
e−
e+
Hard process
FSR
(c)
Figure 4: Definition of the hard process for: (a) Z0 production at an e+e− collider, (b) H0
production at a pp collider via gluon fusion, (c) Z0 production at a pp collider.
e−
e+
γ∗/Z0
q
q
Figure 5: LO Feynman graph of the process e+e− → qq.
get:
σ0 = 3
4π α2
3 s
Q2q, (3)
where s is the center-of-mass energy squared of the e+e− system, α is the fine structure
constant and Qq is the electric charge of q. The factor of 3 takes into account the sum over
the possible colour combinations of the final state qq (i.e. rr, bb and gg). Fermion masses
have been neglected in this calculation.
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We are now interested in the emission of an external gluon. The corresponding Feynman
graphs are given in Figure 6.
e−
e+
q(1)
g(3)
q(2)
Q2
e−
e+
q(1)
g(3)
q(2)
Q2
Figure 6: Feynman graphs corresponding to the emission of an additional gluon. The
virtuality (four-momentum squared) of the virtual (anti)quark is written Q2.
The diﬀerential cross section associated to the emission of an external gluon involves
these two diagrams and their interference. The full calculation can be found in [11] or in
[7]. We only give the final result:
dσ = σ0
4
3
αs
2π
x21 + x
2
2
(1− x1)(1− x2) dx1 dx2. (4)
The factor 4/3 is the usual colour factor CF for SU(3) [7]. We use here the energy fractions
defined as xi = 2Ei/
√
s for i = q(1), q(2), g(3), where the energies Ei are taken in the
center-of-mass frame of the e+e− system. Energy conservation gives us x1 + x2 + x3 = 2.
The first interesting aspect of this expression is that the LO cross section σ0 can be
factorized. We can then define a quantity dP = dσ/σ0 which can be seen as the ratio be-
tween the Feynman graphs involving the gluon emission and the LO Feynman graph. This
quantity will be interpreted as a naive probability of emission. To get the real branching
probability that we are looking for, some modifications must be added (especially, unitarity
must be ensured) but this will be discussed later. For the time being, we should study this
naive probability dP.
One can see through equation (4) that dP is singular at x1 = 1 and x2 = 1. We
can write these singularities in a more explicit way. In the center-of-mass frame, we have
p1 + p2 + p3 = p0 = (
√
s; 0⃗) where pi is the four-momentum of the final state i. Therefore:
(p2 + p3)
2 = (p0 − p1)2 = s− 2
√
sE1 = s(1− x1). (5)
We recall here that final-state quarks are assumed to be massless and on-mass-shell so
p2i = 0. On the other hand, we have:
(p2 + p3)
2 = p22 + 2 p2 · p3 + p23 = 2E2E3(1− cos θ23), (6)
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where θ23 is the angle between the momenta of the antiquark and the gluon. We have used
here the fact that p2i = 0 so Ei = |p⃗i|. Finally, by dividing by s and using equation (5), we
get the expression given in [7]:
1− x1 = x2 E3√
s
(1− cos θ23). (7)
Similarly, by using (p1 + p3)2 = (p0 − p2)2, we can write:
1− x2 = x1 E3√
s
(1− cos θ13), (8)
with θ13 the angle between the momenta of the quark and the gluon.
We can now see which kinematical configurations make the probability dP diverge.
First, when the energy carried by the gluon E3 goes to zero both the factors (1− x1) and
(1 − x2) become zero and the naive probability dP becomes infinite. This limit is then
called the soft singularity and is kinematically reached when an infinitely soft gluon is
emitted.
On the other hand, (1 − x2) becomes zero when θ13 = 0 and dP then diverges. Kine-
matically, this limit is reached by the emission of a gluon with a momentum collinear to the
quark’s one. Symmetrically, (1 − x1) becomes zero when the gluon is emitted collinearly
to the antiquark (θ23 = 0). For this reason, we talk about collinear singularities.
It should be emphasized that these two kinds of singularities are the only ones. Indeed,
one can think that the case x2 = 0 in equation (7) is another limit to study. How-
ever, the variable x2 is not independent of E3 and θ23. In fact, we have five variables
(x1, x2, E3, θ13, θ23) linked by the two equations (7) and (8) plus the energy conservation.
Therefore, we actually have only two degrees of freedom.
As explained in [7], those singularities are not physical but indicate that we have reached
the limit of the perturbative approach of Feynman graphs. Nevertheless, the enhancement
of the probability near those singularities is indeed present. This is what was mentioned
in section 2.1: some kinematical configurations can significantly enhance the branching
probability. These regions of phase space are then very important in the study of parton
showers.
To close this subsection, we will write an expression for the naive branching probability
in the collinear limit.
The first step is to split the branching probability into two contributions. From the
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relation x1 + x2 + x3 = 2, we get x3 = (1− x1) + (1− x2). Therefore, we can write:
1
(1− x1)(1− x2) =
1
(1− x1)(1− x2)
(1− x1) + (1− x2)
x3
=
1
x3(1− x2) +
1
x3(1− x1) .
(9)
Combining this with equation (4), we hence get:
dP = 4
3
αs
2π
(
x21 + x
2
2
x3(1− x2) +
x21 + x
2
2
x3(1− x1)
)
dx1 dx2. (10)
This splitting is convenient, although arbitrary. Indeed, the first term in the sum can be
viewed as the contribution of the left Feynman graph (gluon emitted by the quark) in Figure
6 whereas the second term would be associated to the one on the right (gluon emitted by
the antiquark). However, this is just a way to rewrite the expression of the branching
probability and all the physics is still here. Especially, no approximation has been made
until this point so the interference is still present implicitly and actually contributes a lot
to the emission pattern (how much the interference contributes depends on the chosen
gauge).
We will now go to the collinear limit. Here, we will consider the case where the emitted
gluon is collinear to the quark so that the angle θ13 becomes small and x2 = 1−ε with ε→ 0.
The calculation will be done at the lowest order in ε. In this kinematical configuration,
the left Feynman graph (gluon emitted by the quark) can be seen as the one contributing
the most. This means that the dominant term in equation (10) is the first one. We will
then neglect the second term in the rest of the calculation. We define E13 = E1 + E3 as
the energy of the virtual quark in the center-of-mass frame.
We will follow the procedure from [9] and make the following change of variables:
(x1, x2) → (z, Q2) where z = E1/E13 is the energy sharing and Q2 = (p1 + p3)2 the
virtuality of the virtual quark. The relations between those variables are:
ε = 1− x2 = Q
2
s
, z =
E1
E13
=
E1
E1 + E3
=
x1
x1 + x3
. (11)
We recall that x1 + x3 = 2 − x2 and, in our collinear case, x2 = 1 − ε so we can simplify
the expression for z as follows: z = x12−(1−ε) =
x1
1+ε → x1 when ε→ 0.
We therefore get the Jacobian:
dx1 dx2 =
∣∣∣∣∂(x1, x2)∂(z, Q2)
∣∣∣∣ dz dQ2 = dz dQ2s . (12)
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Finally, we get from equation (10) the following expression for the naive probability in the
collinear limit:
dP = αs
2π
dQ2
Q2
4
3
1 + z2
1− z dz. (13)
Here, we have used the approximations x21 + x
2
2 ≃ z2 + 1 and x3 = 2 − x2 − x1 ≃ 1 − z
because x2 ≃ 1 and x1 ≃ z in the collinear limit (ε → 0). The same formula (with the
change 1↔ 2 in intermediate steps) would have been found if we had considered the case
where the gluon is collinear to the antiquark (θ23 → 0). The interpretation of the variables
Q2 and z depends on which case is considered.
This expression (13) involving the variables z and Q2 instead of x1 and x2 is interesting
because it can be generalized to any kind of branchings and processes [9]. Also, the variables
z and Q2 are more practical to use in a numerical simulation as we will see later.
The singularities are still present. Indeed, Q2 = 2E1E3(1 − cos θ13) so Q2 = 0 corre-
sponds to θ13 = 0 and, thus, to the collinear singularity. We recall that z ≃ x1 so 1−z ≃ x3.
The singularity z = 1 is then equivalent to x3 = 0 and gives us the soft singularity.
We will now see how we can generalize this expression to all processes and to all kinds
of branchings.
2.3.2 Generalization
We consider a process involving a final state with n partons and characterized by a cross
section σn. We then suppose that one of the final parton branches leading to a new final
state with n+1 partons. The new cross section is σn+1, which we will express as a function
of σn.
p0
σn
p12
p2
p1
Figure 7: Process involving n final partons followed by the branching of one of the partons
leading to a n+1 partons final state. The momentum of the parton which branched is p12.
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The cross section is related to the matrix element and to the phase-space element
through the following formula [1]:
dσn =
(2π)4
F
|Mn|2 δ(4)
(
p12 +
n+1∑
i=3
pi − p0
)
d3p12
(2π)32E12
n+1∏
i=3
d3pi
(2π)32Ei
=
|Mn|2
F
dΦn,
(14)
where F is the Lorentz invariant incoming flux and |Mn|2 is the matrix element squared av-
eraged over the spin/polarization configurations of the initial state. The spin/polarization
combinations of the final state have been summed. The Dirac delta function ensures four-
momentum conservation. dΦn is the phase-space element for a configuration with n final
partons and does not depend on the hard process but only on the number of final partons.
The cross section of the final state with n + 1 partons reads:
dσn+1 =
(2π)4
F
|Mn+1|2 δ(4)
(
n+1∑
i=1
pi − p0
)
n+1∏
i=1
d3pi
(2π)32Ei
=
|Mn+1|2
F
dΦn+1.
(15)
The incoming flux F is the same because the initial state has not changed. Here also,
the phase-space element dΦn+1 does not depend on the hard process. We are therefore
interested in a relation between dΦn+1 and dΦn which will be independent of the hard
process. The relation we are looking for is [7, 11]:
dΦn+1 = dΦn
dz dQ2 dϕ
4(2π)3
, (16)
with Q2 = p212 the virtuality of parton 12 and z = E1/E12 the energy sharing as defined in
the previous section. ϕ is the azimuthal angle of the momentum of parton 1 with respect
to the direction given by the momentum of parton 12. This formula is only valid if we
consider massless and on-mass-shell final partons and if we assume that Q2 → 0 which is
the collinear limit.
The aim now is to define a naive branching probability as we did for the specific case
of e+e− → qq. We can define this probability as the ratio between the two cross sections:
dP = dσn+1
dσn
. (17)
By using equations (14), (15) and (16), we get the expression:
dP = |Mn+1|
2
|Mn|2
dϕ
2π
dz dQ2
4(2π)2
. (18)
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We now have to deal with the ratio |Mn+1|2/|Mn|2. This quantity can be interpreted
as the ratio between the two sets of Feynman graphs and we see that the only diﬀerence
between those two sets is the branching 12 → 1 + 2. Therefore, it can be shown that, in
the collinear limit, this ratio does not depend anymore on the hard process but only on
the nature of the branching [9, 7]. More specifically, in the collinear limit and at LO in αs,
we can write the following universal formula:
∫ 2π
0
dϕ
2π
|Mn+1|2
|Mn|2
(12→ 1 + 2) ≃ 2(4παs)
Q2
P12→1+2(z), (19)
where the functions P12→1+2(z) are the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions. For the four
kinds of branchings introduced at the beginning of section 2.2, they are given by [9, 7]:
Pq→qg(z) = Pq→qg(z) = CF
1 + z2
1− z , (20a)
Pg→qq(z) = TR (z
2 + (1− z)2), (20b)
Pg→gg(z) = CA
(1− z(1− z))2
z(1 − z) . (20c)
The derivation of the splitting functions can be found in [7]. The factors CF = 4/3,
TR = 1/2 and CA = 3 are the usual colour factors. In equation (20a), z is the energy
fraction of the q (resp. of the q) in the branching q → qg (resp. q → qg). In equations
(20b) and (20c), the splitting functions are completely symmetric with respect to the
change of variable z ↔ 1− z.
In equation (19), the factor 1/Q2 comes from the propagator of the virtual parton 12 and
is universal. The ratio |Mn+1|2/|Mn|2 usually depends trivially on ϕ so the ϕ-dependence
of the probability dP is removed by integrating over dϕ.
Combining equation (19) with equation (18) (integration over dϕ has been done), we
finally get:
dP12→1+2 = αs
2π
dQ2
Q2
P12→1+2(z) dz. (21)
This is the naive branching probability we were looking for to describe FSR. The form of
dP is universal. For the branching q → qg, we recover equation (13). The nature of the
branching is contained inside the splitting function P12→1+2(z). The collinear singularity
Q2 = 0 is apparent whereas the soft singularity is hidden inside the splitting function.
We here recall the important fact that equation (21) has been established in the collinear
limit. However, when one wants to simulate numerically parton showers, this formula is
used outside the collinear limit. The reason is that this formula is simple to implement in
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an algorithm and it is possible to correct a posteriori the errors due to the fact that we are
not in the collinear limit.
There is nevertheless a problem when equation (21) is used outside the collinear limit.
In this limit, some diﬀerent variables like the lightcone fraction and the energy sharing
coincide. Therefore, several interpretations can be given to the variable z in that specific
limit. However, away from the collinear case, the choice of the variables does matter
because the way the phase space is described is not the same and all choices are not
equivalent [12]. We will come back to this problem later.
We will now see which results established for FSR can be extended to ISR.
2.4 Initial-state radiation
The two incoming partons which participate in the hard process can also radiate before
interacting. This leads to the concept of ISR. Those two partons come from the incoming
protons. Therefore, the inner structure of the proton needs to be taken into account in
order to give an accurate description of ISR. The structure of the proton is usually described
by the parton distribution functions (PDFs).
Hard
Process
p
Figure 8: Hard process involving ISR from a proton.
2.4.1 Parton distribution functions of the proton
A proton contains three valence quarks: two u quarks and one d quark. However, a proton
is a dynamical object and these three quarks are constantly interacting with each other
by emitting virtual partons like gluons and qq pairs [1, 9]. Nevertheless, those virtual
partons can in fact participate in the hard process and must be taken into account, with
the same importance as the three valence quarks, in order to explain the presence of the
observed processes in hadron colliders. For example, the Higgs production via gluon fusion
can actually be observed because a large fraction of the momentum of the proton is carried
by gluons [1]. Moreover, only some partons will eventually participate in the hard process.
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The remaining partons which constitute the proton can either also create their own shower
or recombine. Indeed, most of those partons are virtual fluctuations of the proton, which
means that they are created and disappear thereafter.
For a given parton a inside the proton, we define its PDF fa(x,Q2) with Q2 the scale
at which the proton is probed and x the fraction of the momentum of the proton carried
by parton a. With this definition, fa(x,Q2) dx is the number, averaged over many protons,
of partons a carrying a momentum fraction between x and x+ dx inside the proton when
this latter is probed at the scale Q2 [1]. Also, x fa(x,Q2) dx is the momentum fraction
carried by those fa(x,Q2) dx partons a. The exact form of the PDFs is not known and
cannot be found from a perturbative approach to QCD. They are usually determined by
comparisons with experimental data [1]. However, the evolution of the PDFs with respect
to the scale Q2 has been determined by Dokshitzer, Gribov, Lipatov, Altarelli and Parisi
and is described by DGLAP equations [13]:
dfb(x,Q
2) =
dQ2
Q2
∑
a
∫ 1
x
dx′
x′
αs
2π
Pa→bc
( x
x′
)
fa(x
′, Q2). (22)
By dfb(x,Q2) we denote the variation of the PDF of a given parton b with momentum
fraction x during a change dQ2 in the scale. The functions Pa→bc(z) are the splitting
functions introduced before. In order to regularize the integral over dx′, the so-called plus
prescription is assigned to the splitting functions. More details can be found in [7, 13].
In a description of ISR, the scale Q2 can be defined as the absolute value of the virtu-
ality of the branching parton. With this definition, the emission pattern is generated by
increasing Q2 until we reach the scale of the hard process. Therefore, the Q2-dependence
of the PDFs is actually what is required to describe ISR. Also, DGLAP equations are used
to fit models for the PDFs to experimental data for all values of the scale Q2 above some
lower cutoﬀ.
The complete proof of DGLAP equations can be found in [7, 13]. Here, we will only
motivate why these equations make sense. The conservation of the number of partons b
gives:
fb(x,Q
2 + dQ2) dx = fb(x,Q
2) dx+ δf inb (x,Q
2) dx− δf outb (x,Q2) dx. (23)
The left-hand-side term is the number of partons b at a scale Q2 + dQ2 which have a
momentum fraction between x and x + dx. This term is equal to the number of partons
b at the previous scale Q2 plus the number δf inb (x,Q
2) dx of partons b which have been
created by all possible branchings of the form a → bc during the change dQ2 minus the
number δf outb (x,Q
2) dx of partons b which have disappeared via branchings of the form
b → de. The balance between the in and out flows are related to the plus prescription
previously mentioned. The terms δf inb (x,Q
2) and δf outb (x,Q
2) will be written explicitly
later.
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Equation (23) is the most general form of DGLAP equations where the influx and the
outflow of partons b are taken into account. However, we want to construct an iterative
description of ISR in the sense that we evolve emission after emission. Therefore, we
already know either the past history or the future of parton b, depending on if we start our
evolution from the scale of the proton (past) or from the scale of the hard process (future).
We then have two ways of describing ISR: the forward evolution and the backward evolution.
2.4.2 The forward evolution
The most intuitive way of describing ISR is the forward evolution [9, 7, 12]. We start from
the scale of the incoming proton and we select one parton according to the PDFs. We
then generate several branchings until we reach the scale of the hard process. After each
emission, Q2 is increased.
We therefore have to define a conditional branching probability for a parton b. This is
done using DGLAP equations but by removing the term δf inb (x,Q
2) dx because we know
already which branching parton b comes from. This probability dP forwardb can be defined
as the rate at which the number of partons b has changed during the variation dQ2 of the
scale. This one is given by the number dfb(x,Q2) dx of partons b which have disappeared
via the diﬀerent branchings over the number fb(x,Q2) dx of partons b at the previous scale
Q2. Equation (23) gives:
dP forwardb =
|dfb(x,Q2) dx|
fb(x,Q2) dx
=
δf outb (x,Q
2) dx
fb(x,Q2) dx
=
∑
d,e
∫
dPb→de
=
dQ2
Q2
∑
d,e
∫ 1
0
αs
2π
Pb→de(z) dz.
(24)
In the last step, equation (21) has been used to express the probability that a branching
of type b→ de happens. The quantity dP forwardb is the probability that parton b branches
during the change dQ2 in the scale. This probability is the same (at leading order in αs)
as the one for FSR given by equation (21). Hence, the description of ISR using a forward
evolution is very similar to what we have done for FSR. The kinematics is, however,
diﬀerent.
Nevertheless, this way of proceeding is not suitable for ISR and turns out to be quite
ineﬃcient when ISR is numerically simulated [9, 12]. The reason is that we have to take
into account in our procedure the fact that it is one specific parton which will eventually
participate in the hard process. All the other created partons which do not participate in
the hard process will finally either give rise to FSR or recombine within the proton. The
loss of eﬃciency is due to the fact that the parton involved in the selected hard process
must have the right kinematics and many trials of simulating the history of this parton
might be needed in order to finally obtain the right configuration. For instance, in the case
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of the Higgs production via gluon fusion, the two gluons must have momentum fractions
x1 and x2 such that we have sˆ = x1x2s ≃ m2H where
√
s is the available energy in the
center-of-mass frame of the two incoming protons and mH is the mass of the Higgs boson
[9, 12]. This relation is a strong restriction on the possible values that x1 and x2 can take.
To improve the eﬃciency of ISR algorithms, the solution is to use a backward evolution
to describe ISR, as explained in [14].
2.4.3 The backward evolution
The idea of backward evolution is to start from the hard process itself and, from there,
go back downwards in Q2 towards the original incoming proton [14]. By beginning with
the hard process, we therefore have at our disposal the parton which participates in the
hard process with the right kinematics. We then try to reconstruct the past history of that
parton.
To construct the conditional branching probability of a parton b, we use again DGLAP
equations, but now only consider the term δf inb (x,Q
2) dx i.e. the sum of all possible
branchings which lead to the production of a parton b. This probability dPbackwardb can
again be defined as the rate at which the number of partons b has changed during the
variation dQ2. Equation (23) leads to:
dPbackwardb =
dfb(x,Q2) dx
fb(x,Q2) dx
=
δf inb (x,Q
2)
fb(x,Q2)
. (25)
The term δf inb (x,Q
2) can be written using equation (21) as:
δf inb (x,Q
2) =
dQ2
Q2
∑
a
∫ 1
x
dx′
∫ 1
x
dz
αs
2π
Pa→bc(z) fa(x
′, Q2) δ(x− zx′). (26)
Hard
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x′ b
x = zx′
c
(1− z)x′
Q2
Q2 + dQ2
Figure 9: Sketch of a branching a → bc. x and x′ are the momentum fractions of b and
a. z is the momentum sharing of the branching. The scales are given in the boxes. The
dashed line means that the history has not been simulated yet.
Here, the momentum fraction x′ of the branching parton a and the momentum sharing
z of the branching must be linked by the relation x = zx′. This is ensured by the delta
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function which enables us to perform the integral over dz using the fact that δ(x− zx′) =
δ(z − x/x′)/x′. Therefore:
δf inb (x,Q
2) =
dQ2
Q2
∑
a
∫ 1
x
dx′
x′
αs
2π
Pa→bc
( x
x′
)
fa(x
′, Q2). (27)
Combining equations (25) and (27), we finally get:
dPbackwardb =
dQ2
Q2
∑
a
∫ 1
x
dx′
x′
αs
2π
Pa→bc
( x
x′
) fa(x′, Q2)
fb(x,Q2)
. (28)
The quantity dPbackwardb is the conditional probability that a given parton b, with momen-
tum fraction x and probed at a scale Q2+dQ2, has come from a branching of kind a→ bc,
which occurred at a scale between Q2 and Q2 + dQ2 [9, 14].
From equation (28), we remark that the PDFs come as a weight in the expression of the
probability. In this way, the inner structure of the proton is taken into account. We recall
here that, as for FSR, this probability has been established in the collinear limit. While
describing ISR with a backward evolution, this probability is used as follows. First we select
the parton which is participating to the hard process. The first scale and the momentum
fraction x are determined by the hard process itself with equation (2). Then, we consider
the possibility that this parton has come from a branching. We therefore select a new scale
Q2 and the momentum fraction x′ of the mother by using the probability dPbackwardb .
2.5 Sudakov form factor
So far in this thesis, we have been able to define a branching probability both for FSR
and ISR by approximating matrix elements at LO in the collinear limit. However, those
probabilities are not yet physical. For instance, if we study the behaviour of dPa→bc from
equation (21), we can see that this probability diverges and becomes larger than unity
when Q2 goes to zero, which is clearly unphysical. To restore unitarity, we correct the
naive probability defined before by the so-called Sudakov form factor.
For FSR, the naive probability dPnaivea→bc given by equation (21), that a parton a branches
during a change dQ2 in the scale, is corrected in the following way [9, 7]:
dPFSRa→bc = dPnaivea→bc exp
(
−
∫
dPnaivea→bc
)
=
dQ2
Q2
αs
2π
Pa→bc(z) dz exp
(
−
∫ Q2max
Q2
dQ′2
Q′2
∫ zmax(Q′2)
zmin(Q′
2)
αs
2π
Pa→bc(z
′) dz′
)
.
(29)
The exponential factor is the Sudakov form factor. The boundaries of integration zmin
and zmax are two functions of the scale Q′
2 and are determined by the kinematics of the
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branching. The Sudakov factor has a specific meaning. It is the probability that parton a
does not branch during an evolution starting from a scale Q2max to Q
2 [7, 9]. We recall here
that FSR is described by evolving downwards in Q2, from the scale of the hard process
towards the scale of the final hadrons. Also, within a diagrammatic approach, the Sudakov
factor includes virtual corrections due to loops [7, 9].
Figure 10: Example of a loop diagram which can be involved in a parton shower. A gluon
is emitted by a quark before being reabsorbed.
To understand why the Sudakov factor can be interpreted as the probability of no
emission, we consider the related problem of radioactive decay. For a given radioactive
nucleus, the probability N(t) that the nucleus remains after a time t satisfies the equation
[9]:
dN(t)
dt
= −c(t)N(t), (30)
where c(t) is a time-dependent decay rate. With the initial condition N(t = 0) = 1, the
solution is N(t) = exp
(
− ∫ t0 c(t′) dt′). Here, we remark that N(t) is exactly the Sudakov
form factor. In this case, the probability that the nucleus decays between t and t + dt is
−dN(t) = dt c(t) exp
(
− ∫ t0 c(t′) dt′) which is the equivalent of equation (29).
In both cases, the branching probability is written as the product of the naive branching
probability times the probability that no branching has occurred before, which is the
Sudakov factor [9]. Therefore, there is an eﬀect of memory included in equation (29). A
parton can branch at a given scale only if it has not branched before, which is what we
expect physically. It can be proven that the Sudakov factor ensures that the branching
probability does not exceed unity [9].
The evolution variable in the parton shower approach is the scale Q2 which can be
the virtuality (dimension of an energy squared) of the branching parton. It is not the
time t such as in the case of radioactive decay. This is because Q2 can be related to the
four-momenta of the final hadrons, which can be measured. These two variables evolve in
opposite directions because of Heisenberg relation [9].
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To summarize, dPFSRa→bc is the probability that parton a evolves from Q2max to Q2 + dQ2
without branching and then branches between Q2+dQ2 and Q2. This probability actually
includes contributions from all orders. Indeed, by expanding the exponential according to
exp (αsh(Q2)) =
∞∑
n=0
αns
n! h(Q
2)n, we see that the branching probability contains all powers
of αs. This was one of the requirements motivated in section 2.1.
Nevertheless, this branching probability is not exact. It was established by approx-
imating matrix elements at LO in the collinear limit. To improve the accuracy of the
parton shower approach, one can calculate matrix elements at NLO and then correct the
branching probability [9]. Unfortunately, these calculations are usually challenging.
For ISR described using a backward evolution, the approach is the same. The probabil-
ity that a parton b, with momentum fraction x, evolves from Q2max to Q
2 without branching
and then appears as coming from a branching of kind a→ bc, is given by [7, 14]:
dP ISRb =
dQ2
Q2
dx′
x′
∑
a
αs
2π
Pa→bc
( x
x′
) fa(x′, Q2)
fb(x,Q2)
exp
(
−
∑
a
∫ Q2max
Q2
dQ′2
Q′2
∫ x′max(Q′2)
x′min(Q
′2)
dx′′
x′′
αs
2π
Pa→bc
( x
x′′
) fa(x′′, Q′2)
fb(x,Q′
2)
)
.
(31)
We now have at our disposal the branching probabilities which can be used to describe
FSR and ISR. Our next aim is to introduce the veto algorithm which enables us to simulate
numerically those probabilities.
2.6 The veto algorithm
In a numerical simulation of FSR, we want to generate, for each emission, a set (Q2, z)
according to the probability given by equation (29). The value of Q2max is determined by
the previously generated emission. We therefore have to simulate two random variables
knowing their probability density function. This task is usually achieved by employing
Monte Carlo methods which use random numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and 1
to generate more complicated random variables. Some Monte Carlo methods are presented
in [12, 5].
In the following, we will use our example of radioactive decay to simplify. The result
will then be generalized. In this case, we want to simulate the time t at which the nucleus
decays. It is a random variable with a probability density function:
f(t) = −dN(t)
dt
= c(t) exp
(
−
∫ t
0
c(t′) dt′
)
. (32)
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One can check that
∫ +∞
0 f(t) dt = 1 if we assume that the primitive function of c diverges
when t goes to infinity.
The usual method to simulate t is to use an acceptance-rejection method where we
overestimate the function f(t) by some function g(t) proportional to a probability density
function which is easier to simulate than the original f(t). We then select a time t accord-
ing to this simple probability density function and accept this time t with a probability
f(t)/g(t). More details about this method can be found in [12, 5].
This method can work for our purpose but there is a more eﬃcient way to simulate such
a random variable. Indeed, instead of looking for an overestimate of the whole probability
density function f(t), it is easier to find an overestimate of the function c(t). Once an
overestimate d(t) of the function c(t) is found, it is possible to generate the time t according
to the probability density function f(t) by using the following veto algorithm [5].
The veto algorithm:
(1) Set i = 0 and t0 = 0.
(2) Set i = i + 1 and select a new time ti randomly according to the probability density
function gi−1(t) (see below). We must have ti > ti−1.
(3) Pick a random number R uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. If R > c(ti)/d(ti),
then go back to step (2).
(4) The last generated ti is the final answer.
The function gi−1(t) is defined as:
gi−1(t) = d(t) exp
(
−
∫ t
ti−1
d(t′) dt′
)
. (33)
Hence, gi−1(t) has the same form as f(t). We only have swapped the decay rate c(t) with its
overestimate d(t) and have changed the lower boundary of the integral. The overestimate
d(t) has been chosen for its simplicity in order to be able to select ti in step (2) via a simple
transformation method [12, 5]. This means that we know a primitive function D(t) of the
function d(t) and we are able to invert D(t).
If R is a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, then the time ti in
step (2) is selected according to the distribution gi−1(t) via the transformation method by
solving the equation: ∫ ti
ti−1
gi−1(t) dt = R
∫ +∞
ti−1
gi−1(t) dt, (34)
which gives us: ti = D−1(D(ti−1) − ln(R)). It can be checked that this relation imposes
ti > ti−1.
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The fact that the retained times from the veto algorithm are distributed according to
the distribution f(t) is not obvious. The full proof can be found in [12, 5]. The proof is
based on the fact that the time ti is always increased after each rejection, which means
that we update the lower boundary of integration after each failure instead of starting over
at t = 0. Also, by overestimating c(t), we actually use a higher decay rate and we thus
select a too early decay time t. However, by taking a larger t with probability 1−c(t)/d(t),
we exactly compensate this error. With this way of proceeding, we include the memory
property of the physical process in our algorithm.
In the case of FSR (resp. ISR), the probability given by equation (29) (resp. (31)) is
also simulated by using the veto algorithm. The variable which plays the role of time is
the scale Q2. To see how the set (Q2, z) is selected, we give the example of the branching
q → qg for FSR.
First of all, to apply the veto algorithm, we need to find an overestimate of the integrand
of the Sudakov factor (the equivalent of the decay rate c(t) in the case of radioactive decay).
In the case of the branching q → qg, we have Pq→qg(z) = 43 1+z
2
1−z so we can take:
c(Q2) =
1
Q2
∫ zmax(Q2)
zmin(Q2)
αs
2π
4
3
1 + z2
1− z dz ≤
1
Q2
∫ z˜max
z˜min
αs
2π
4
3
2
1− z dz
=
1
Q2
αs
2π
8
3
ln
(
1− z˜min
1− z˜max
)
=
I
Q2
= d(Q2).
(35)
Here, we have overestimated the region of integration in the following way z˜min ≤ zmin(Q2) ≤
z ≤ zmax(Q2) ≤ z˜max. Hence, the boundaries of the integral do not depend anymore on
Q2. The integrand itself has then been overstimated by the distribution h(z) = αs2π
4
3
2
1−z .
We can now apply the veto algorithm remembering that Q2 and time evolve in opposite
directions. Therefore, we start with Q20 = Q
2
max in step (1) and Q
2
i in step (2) is given by:
Q2i = D
−1(D(Q2i−1) + ln(R)) = exp
(
I ln(Q2i−1) + ln(R)
I
)
= Q2i−1R
1/I . (36)
This relation satisfies Q2i < Q
2
i−1 as wanted. Once the value of Q
2 has been selected via the
veto algorithm, we have to pick a value for z according to the overestimated distribution
h(z). This can be achieved by using a transformation method. If R′ is a random number
uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, then the value of z is given by the equation:∫ z
z˜min
h(z′) dz′ = R′
∫ z˜max
z˜min
h(z′) dz′, (37)
which gives us z = 1 − (1 − z˜min)
(
1−z˜max
1−z˜min
)R′
. This value of z must be rejected if the
condition zmin(Q2) ≤ z ≤ zmax(Q2) is not satisfied i.e. if z is not in the physically allowed
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region of phase space. If the value of z is actually rejected, the evolution in Q2 must be
continued according to the veto algorithm.
Finally, the set (Q2, z) is accepted with a probability (1+ z2)/2 (ratio between the real
distribution of the random variable z and its overestimation h(z)). In this procedure, it
is important to notice that Q2 is treated as an evolution variable with the veto algorithm
whereas z is simulated in a usual way with a simple transformation method.
In the previous example, we have worked with a constant strong coupling. However, in
a real event generator, a running coupling is used to improve the precision. Usually, we take
αs ∼ 1/ ln(Q2/Λ2) with Λ2 the scale at which the perturbative approach is not valid any-
more [8]. In that case, an overestimate of c(Q2) will be d(Q2) = I ′/(Q2 ln(Q2/Λ2)) which
looks more complicated. Fortunately, a primitive can be found: D(Q2) = I ′ ln ln(Q2/Λ2).
Therefore, in the case of a running coupling, we select Q2i with the following formula:
Q2i = D
−1(D(Q2i−1) + ln(R)) = Λ
2
(
Q2i−1
Λ2
)R1/I′
. (38)
2.7 The choice of evolution variable
Until now, we have used the absolute value of the virtuality Q2 of the branching parton
as evolution variable. This choice of variable naturally comes from the expression of the
propagator in the matrix-element calculation. By definition of the virtuality, it is also
a good measure of hardness. In the previous versions of Pythia, the evolution of the
shower was described by decreasing virtualities [5]. Nevertheless, an algorithm ordered
in virtuality generates too many emissions. This is due to the fact that some destructive
interferences are not taken into account. Indeed, it is shown in [7] that the emission pattern
is correctly described when the emission angles are constrained to decrease through the
evolution of the shower. For instance, in the case of the decay Z0 → qq followed by the
emission of a gluon by the quark q → qg, we must have θqg < θqq where θqq is the opening
angle between the quark and the antiquark before the emission and θqg is the opening
angle between the quark and the emitted gluon. In this way, coherence eﬀects linked to
the emission of colour carriers are fairly taken into account.
For this reason, an angular ordering is implemented in Herwig algorithm [2]. This
means that the opening angle between the radiating parton and the emitted parton is used
as evolution variable instead of the virtuality. Each new emission has a smaller angle than
the previous ones. One downside of using the emission angle as evolution variable is the
fact that this variable is not a good measure of hardness.
In order to include coherence eﬀects into Pythia algorithm, a new choice of evolution
variable has been made in the latest versions [15]. In the new algorithm, the virtuality
has been replaced by the transverse momentum of the emitted parton with respect to the
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initial direction of the radiating parton. It has been shown in [16] that such a choice of
variable takes coherence eﬀects into account in a correct way. This variable is also closely
related to the virtuality and remains a quite good measure of hardness. Almost the same
evolution variable was already used in Ariadne algorithm [17].
We see here that the choice of evolution variable is not unique. Unfortunately, there
is no best solution and each choice has its advantages and downsides. Therefore, every
choice must be studied and compared to the other ones. In the next part, three possible
choices of evolution variable will be studied for FSR. These solutions will be compared to
the current transverse-momentum-ordered algorithm implemented in Pythia.
After this study of three choices of evolution variable, a discussion about how to deal
with recoils in ISR will follow. More specifically, a new procedure, using a dipole framework,
will be presented and compared to the default algorithm.
3 Study of three possible choices of evolution variable
for FSR
3.1 Kinematics
Before discussing the three evolution variables, we here recall how the kinematics of the
process is constructed after each branching in case of FSR. We consider a branching of type
a→ bc. Before the branching, parton a is set on-mass-shell. A virtuality Q2 is thereafter
assigned to this parton a. This change modifies the previously established kinematics. In
order to preserve four-momentum conservation, a parton r must take the recoil i.e. its
four-momentum has to be modified. We therefore consider the system {a + r} which is
called a dipole. In the case of FSR and for the kind of dipoles we will consider in this
section, the virtuality is given to parton a in such a way that the invariant mass mdip of
the dipole remains unchanged.
r a
b
c
mr,0 ̸= 0 ma,0 ̸= 0
mb,0 = 0
mc,0 = 0
z-axis
Figure 11: Sketch of the branching a→ bc with a recoiler r. The rest masses of the partons
are specified. The z-axis is chosen to be along the direction of the momentum of parton a.
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To construct the kinematics, we go to the rest frame of the dipole {a+ r} and get the
configuration represented by the sketch in Figure 11. When all four-momenta are finally
specified after the branching, we boost and rotate back these momenta to the initial center-
of-mass frame of the system [15]. In the rest frame of the dipole, we have the following
relations:
mdip = Ea + Er, (39a)
pa,z = pb,z + pc,z, (39b)
Eb = zEa, (39c)
Ec = (1− z)Ea, (39d)
E2a = p
2
a,z +m
2
a, (40a)
E2r = p
2
a,z +m
2
r,0, (40b)
E2b = p
2
b,z + p
2
⊥, (40c)
E2c = p
2
c,z + p
2
⊥. (40d)
where Ei is the energy, pi,z is the z-component of the three-momentum and p⊥ is the
transverse momentum of partons b and c with respect to the z-axis. Here, the variable z
is interpreted as the energy sharing. The mass ma is related to the virtuality via Q2 =
m2a −m2a,0. Partons b and c are considered as massless so far. However, corrections can be
added afterwards to take into account the rest masses. This procedure is described in [18].
Equations (39a), (40a) and (40b) give:
Ea =
m2dip +m
2
a −m2r,0
2mdip
, Er =
m2dip −m2a +m2r,0
2mdip
, (41)
p2a,z =
(m2dip −m2a −m2r,0)2 − 4m2r,0m2a
4m2dip
. (42)
Equations (39b - 40a), (40c) and (40d) lead to:
pb,z =
2zE2a −m2a
2pa,z
, pc,z =
2(1− z)E2a −m2a
2pa,z
. (43)
Finally, we can write:
p2⊥ =
z(1 − z)E2a −m2a/4
p2a,z
m2a
=
z(1 − z)(m2dip +m2a −m2r,0)2 −m2dipm2a
(m2dip −m2a −m2r,0)2 − 4m2r,0m2a
m2a.
(44)
In the default Pythia algorithm, it is not the transverse momentum given by equa-
tion (44) that is used as evolution variable. Instead, the evolution variable is defined by
p2
⊥evol,1 = z(1−z)Q2 [15]. The two transverse momenta actually coincide in the limit where
ma,0 = mr,0 = 0 and Q2 → 0. There are several advantages to take p⊥evol,1 as evolution
variable. They are discussed in [15]. For example, once a point (p2⊥evol,1, z) is selected via
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the veto algorithm, it is straightforward to calculate m2a = m
2
a,0+p
2
⊥evol,1/z(1−z) and then
construct the kinematics (and recover the true transverse momentum via equation (44)).
In contrast, it is more cumbersome to extract m2a from equation (44) if the true transverse
momentum is used as evolution variable.
Experimental data are very well described by the default Pythia algorithm ordered
in p⊥evol,1. However, this p⊥evol,1 only coincides with the true transverse momentum in a
certain limit and we would like to see what diﬀerences we would get if we use the true
transverse momentum as evolution variable. This is the aim of the next section.
3.2 The true transverse momentum as evolution variable
3.2.1 The approach
We would like to use the transverse momentum given by equation (44) as evolution variable.
However, we observe that p⊥ does not go to zero when Q2 → 0 because ma,0 ̸= 0 in general.
This gives rise to some technical issues within the veto algorithm which we will not explain
in detail here. Therefore, we decide to use a slightly modified version of the transverse
momentum as evolution variable. Namely:
p2⊥evol,2 =
z(1− z)(m2dip +Q2 −m2r,0)2 −m2dipQ2
(m2dip −Q2 −m2r,0)2 − 4m2r,0Q2
Q2, (45)
which is obtained by making the substitution m2a ← Q2 inside (44). With this choice,
p⊥evol,2 → 0 when Q2 → 0. Moreover, this choice is not completely absurd. In the case of
light quarks (u, d and s) and gluons, ma,0 is completely negligible compared to mdip and
p⊥evol,2 coincides with the true transverse momentum for any value of Q2 and any value of
mr,0, which is an improvement compared to the default p⊥evol,1.
It can be seen from the expression of p2⊥evol,2 that several values of Q
2 will correspond
to the same phase-space point (p2
⊥evol,2, z). This is not the case with p
2
⊥evol,1 which gives a
unique solution for Q2. The physical meaning of the existence of several possible solutions
in the case of p2
⊥evol,2 is illustrated in Figure 12. For the same value of the transverse
momentum p⊥, there are two possible kinematical configurations. One corresponds to an
emission with a small angle between partons b and c and the other one is characterized by
a large angle. Usually, one would expect the emission with large angle to be assigned to
the other end of the {a+ r} dipole i.e. with r taking the role of the radiator and a taking
the role of the recoiler. This is ensured in the default Pythia algorithm via the choice
of the evolution variable p2
⊥evol,1 and the artificial subdivision of the dipole into two dipole
ends given by equation (10) [15]. However, in this approach using p2
⊥evol,2, we do assign this
emission with large angle to the dipole end where a is the radiator. Nevertheless, a weight
has to be assigned to each solution in order to ensure that emissions with large angles are
less likely than the ones with small angles. In this way, we will allow a smooth transition
between the two dipole ends. This weight is defined later.
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r a
b
c
p⊥
r a
b
c
p⊥
Figure 12: Sketch of two kinematical configurations corresponding to the same value of
the transverse momentum p⊥.
We now have to study the eﬀect of this new choice on the expression of the probability
of emission. The naive probability of emission is given by equation (21). In this expression,
it is the virtuality Q2 which is used as evolution variable. Hence, the expression must be
adapted to our new evolution variable. With the default evolution variable p⊥evol,1, the
change of variables (Q2, z)→ (p2
⊥evol,1, z) is trivial:
dPa→bc = αs
2π
dQ2
Q2
Pa→bc(z) dz =
αs
2π
dp2
⊥evol,1
Q2
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂Q
2
∂p2
⊥evol,1
∣∣∣∣∣ Pa→bc(z) dz
=
αs
2π
dp2
⊥evol,1
p2
⊥evol,1/z(1 − z)
1
z(1 − z) Pa→bc(z) dz =
αs
2π
dp2
⊥evol,1
p2
⊥evol,1
Pa→bc(z) dz.
(46)
In the case of p⊥evol,2, the Jacobian
∣∣∂Q2/∂p2
⊥evol,2
∣∣ is not as simple. We write the
probability in the following form:
dPa→bc = αs
2π
dp2
⊥evol,2
p2
⊥evol,2
1
J
Pa→bc(z) dz, (47)
with the reduced Jacobian J =
∣∣∣ Q2p2
⊥evol,2
∂p2
⊥evol,2
∂Q2
∣∣∣ which can be written as follows:
J =
∣∣∣∣∣1− [1− 4z(1 − z)]m
2
dipQ
2(m2dip +Q
2 −m2r,0)(m2dip −Q2 −m2r,0)
[z(1 − z)(m2dip +Q2 −m2r,0)2 −m2dipQ2][(m2dip −Q2 −m2r,0)2 − 4m2r,0Q2]
∣∣∣∣∣ . (48)
Unfortunately, J is not bounded so it is not possible to find an overestimate of 1/J
which is valid over the whole phase space. Nevertheless, we see that, for Q2 → 0, we get
J → 1. Therefore, in the collinear limit:
dPa→bc ∼ αs
2π
dp2
⊥evol,2
p2
⊥evol,2
Pa→bc(z) dz. (49)
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For the time being, we will work with this approximation of the probability of emission.
Therefore, the veto algorithm can be implemented in the same way as in the default Pythia
shower. However, the constraints on p⊥evol,2 and z must be adapted. First of all, we must
have p⊥ ≤ Eb and p⊥ ≤ Ec which imply p⊥ ≤ Ea/2 ≤ mdip/2 (mdip is determined by
the previous emission). As explained, p⊥evol,2 is close to the true p⊥ so we can use the
same constraints on p⊥evol,2. Therefore, p⊥evol,2 ≤ mdip/2. A lower limit is set by defining
a cut-oﬀ p⊥cutoﬀ ≤ p⊥evol,2. Physically, this cut-oﬀ corresponds to the scale at which our
perturbative approach is not valid anymore (confinement of QCD) [9, 15].
On the other hand, p⊥ ≤ Eb and p⊥ ≤ Ec give p⊥ ≤ zmdip and p⊥ ≤ (1− z)mdip which,
by using p⊥evol,2 instead of p⊥, lead to:
zmin(p⊥evol,2) =
p⊥evol,2
mdip
≤ z ≤ 1− p⊥evol,2
mdip
= zmax(p⊥evol,2). (50)
An overestimated region for z can be found by defining z˜min = p⊥cutoﬀ/mdip and z˜max =
1 − p⊥cutoﬀ/mdip. The procedure to select a point (p2⊥evol,2, z) with a running coupling
αs(p2⊥evol,2) ∼ 1/ ln(p2⊥evol,2/Λ2) has been explained in a previous section [8, 5, 15].
3.2.2 Constructing the kinematics from (p2
⊥evol,2, z)
Once the point (p2
⊥evol,2, z) has been selected via the veto algorithm, we need to construct
the kinematics of the branching. To do that, we have to extract the virtuality X = Q2 from
equation (45) in order to calculate m2a = m
2
a,0 +X and thus all the other quantities such
as the true p⊥ given by equation (44). This is done by solving the following third-degree
equation:
aX3 + bX2 + cX + d = 0, (51)
with the coeﬃcients:
a = z(1− z), (52a)
b = 2a(m2dip −m2r,0)−m2dip − p2⊥evol,2, (52b)
c = a(m2dip −m2r,0)2 + 2p2⊥evol,2(m2dip +m2r,0), (52c)
d = −p2⊥evol,2(m2dip −m2r,0)2. (52d)
As for second-degree equations, a discriminant ∆ can be defined. If ∆ ≥ 0 then three
solutions X1 < X2 < X3 are possible. If ∆ < 0, only one solution X4 exists (the two other
are complex). The exact form of the solutions is discussed in [19].
Some constraints must be set on the solutions of the equation. First, we must have
X ≥ 0 or equivalently m2a ≥ m2a,0. An upper limit is found by requiring that m2a ≤ E2a
which leads to m2a ≤ (mdip − mr,0)2. It turns out that X3 and X4 never satisfy this last
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condition. Therefore, when ∆ ≥ 0, only two solutions might be physical. Those two
solutions correspond to two diﬀerent kinematical configurations leading to the same value
of p⊥ as explained before. When ∆ < 0, then there is no physical solution. A last constraint
comes from the requirement p2
⊥
≥ p2
⊥cutoﬀ .
For∆ ≥ 0, bothX1 andX2 may fulfill the constraints and thus are acceptable solutions.
In principle, they can both contribute to the evolution rate. Which solution should we pick?
The most reasonable way to choose between the two solutions is to give a weight 1/X to
each solution and to pick the one which has the largest weight2. This way to choose is
motivated by the expression of the probability of emission (21) which contains a factor
1/X . Therefore, the smaller the virtuality X is, the higher the probability of emission
will be and the more likely the solution will be. To summarize, we pick X1 with a rate
1/X1
1/X1+1/X2
= X2X1+X2 . This weight gives a smooth transition between the two dipole ends.
3.2.3 Results of the simulations
To compare the two algorithms, the Pythia simulations are run under specific conditions.
First, we use an e+e− collision at an energy of
√
s = mZ (Z0 mass). The hard process is
e+e− → γ∗/Z0 → qq with q = u, d, s, c, b. This gives a very clean framework for the
analysis (no PDF). Also, ISR, QED emissions and weak emissions are turned oﬀ because
we are only interested in strong FSR. Finally, we use the so-called doVetoFSREmission
method implemented in Pythia [6] which removes the newly created partons after each
generated emission. Thus, only the first emission is generated at each step but the evolution
downwards in p2
⊥evol keeps on going. With this way of proceeding, we compare many first
emissions with the same mdip = mZ (and the same kinematics) but with diﬀerent p2⊥evol.
Also, this method exactly cancels the Sudakov factor. We are then studying only the naive
probability of emission given by (21). At each step, a gluon is emitted either by the quark
or by the antiquark and then removed by the method. The only downside of this method
is that we do not study the branchings g → gg and g → qq. All hadronic processes are
also turned oﬀ in order to focus only on partons.
Many histograms can be drawn to study the diﬀerences between the two algorithms.
Here, we will use the histogram of the opening angle between the emitted gluon and the
quark and the histogram of the opening angle between the emitted gluon and the radiating
parton (either the quark or the antiquark). With these histograms, the diﬀerences clearly
appear. The results are shown in Figure 13. For each algorithm, 100 000 events have been
generated.
We see that the two algorithms agree quite well for small and large angles but strongly
disagree in the region around π/2. In both histograms, the behaviour of the p⊥evol,2-
algorithm does not seem physical in this region. Indeed, in the second histogram, we have
2Another way to select a solution is to associate a weight J/X to each solution, where J is the Jacobian
given by equation (48) and evaluated with the solution X .
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Figure 13: Comparison between the default Pythia algorithm using p⊥evol,1 and the one
using p⊥evol,2: (a) angle between the gluon and the quark, (b) angle between the gluon and
the radiator.
a strong suppression followed by a bump instead of the continuous decrease given by the
default algorithm. This suggests that some vetoes inside the p⊥evol,2-algorithm are not
adapted. This problem actually comes from our approximation of the Jacobian given by
(48). We have assumed that J = 1 over the whole phase-space. This approximation is
not totally wrong as it can be seen in Figure 14. However, for some emissions, we have a
Jacobian much smaller than unity. This leads to a suppression of those emissions. Indeed,
if the emission actually occurs with a Jacobian of Jtrue = 0.1 then, by imposing J = 1 in
the algorithm, we suppress this emission with a factor of J/Jtrue = 10.
As explained before, it is not possible to find a global overestimation for 1/J . However,
we see in Figure 14 that the tail of the distribution is strongly damped in the region where
the Jacobian takes values close to zero. Therefore, we can define a local overestimate WJac
of 1/J which will be valid over a large part of the phase-space. Only a few emissions will
not be well treated by this overestimation. The probability of emission given by (47) then
can be overestimated as follows:
dPa→bc = αs
2π
dp2
⊥evol,2
p2
⊥evol,2
1
J
Pa→bc(z) dz ≤ αs
2π
dp2
⊥evol,2
p2
⊥evol,2
WJac Pa→bc(z) dz. (53)
This overestimation of the probability of emission must be corrected afterwards by adding a
new veto. Once the point (p2
⊥evol,2, z) has been selected via the veto algorithm, the emission
is accepted with an acceptance probability of 1/(JWJac) where J is calculated with (48).
This Jacobian correction has been implemented in the p⊥evol,2-algorithm. The results are
given in Figure 15 for WJac = 20.
With this correction, the p⊥evol,2-algorithm gives more physical results. The value of
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Figure 14: Histogram of the Jacobian. For each emission, the Jacobian is calculated via
equation (48) once the point (p2
⊥evol,2, z) has been selected.
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Figure 15: Comparison between the default Pythia algorithm using p⊥evol,1 and the one
using p⊥evol,2: (a) angle between the gluon and the quark, (b) angle between the gluon and
the radiator. A Jacobian correction has been added with WJac = 20.
WJac is quite arbitrary (like the value of p⊥cutoﬀ previously defined). However, it is shown
in Figure 16 that, after a certain threshold, increasing the value of WJac does not aﬀect the
general shape of the angular distributions anymore. This can be explained by the strong
damping of the tail of the Jacobian distribution.
Despite our correction, there is still a diﬀerence between the two algorithms. More
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Figure 16: Angular distributions for several values of WJac: (a) angle between the gluon
and the quark, (b) angle between the gluon and the radiator.
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Figure 17: Comparison between the default Pythia algorithm using p⊥evol,1 and the one
using p⊥evol,2: (a) angle between the gluon and the quark, (b) angle between the gluon and
the radiator. The diﬀerent corrections have been added.
precisely, the p⊥evol,2-algorithm seems more restrictive than the default one. This is due
to the cut-oﬀ that we impose to the evolution variable. Indeed, in the p⊥evol,2-algorithm,
the cut-oﬀ is applied to p⊥evol,2 i.e. to the true transverse momentum. In contrast, in
the default algorithm, it is p⊥evol,1 which is limited by the cut-oﬀ. We can show that
p⊥evol,1 > p⊥ [15]. This means that an emission can have a p⊥evol,1 > p⊥cutoﬀ (and thus be
accepted) but with a p⊥ < p⊥cutoﬀ . The same emission would not have been accepted by the
p⊥evol,2-algorithm. To summarize, in the default algorithm, the true transverse momentum
is not limited and can reach the value zero in principle. Therefore, to be able to compare
the two algorithms, we have to add the constraint p⊥ > p⊥cutoﬀ to the default algorithm.
The results are given in Figure 17.
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Figure 18: Comparison between the default Pythia algorithm using p⊥evol,1 and the one
using p⊥evol,2: (a) angle between the gluon and the quark, (b) angle between the gluon and
the radiator. The diﬀerent corrections have been added.
With this last correction added to the default algorithm, we see that the two algorithms
give similar results. However, the p⊥evol,2-algorithm is still too restrictive. An idea to en-
hance the amount of emissions for the p⊥evol,2-algorithm is to allow both the solutions3 X1
and X2 to contribute to the probability of emission. Indeed, so far, we choose one of the
two solutions according to their respective weight and then we evaluate the Jacobian with
that selected solution. The other one is simply left aside. Instead, one can select one of the
solutions in the same way, but add the two Jacobians together when the acceptance proba-
bility is calculated. More specifically, only one solution is used to construct the kinematics
but we would accept the emission with an acceptance probability of 1WJac
(
1
J1
+ 1J2
)
, where
Ji is the Jacobian evaluated with the solution Xi. This correction has been implemented
and the result is given in Figure 18. To make the study easier, the bin-by-bin diﬀerence
between the diﬀerent histograms has been represented in Figure 19. The histogram given
by the default algorithm with cut-oﬀ on the true p⊥ is taken as reference when evaluating
the diﬀerence.
It appears that letting the two solutions to contribute to the branching probability
considerably enhances the amount of emissions. This is due to the fact that, for most of
the events, the two solutions are indeed physical and then should be included. Also, the
value of WJac had to be increased to the value of 80 in order to get a smooth distribution.
This was expected since we are now dealing with two Jacobians instead of one for most
of the events. It now seems that the p⊥evol,2-algorithm, enhanced by including the two
Jacobians, generates more emissions than the default one.
The diﬀerence between the two algorithms might be due to the matrix-element correc-
3In the case where both solutions are physical.
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Figure 19: Bin-by-bin diﬀerence between the p⊥evol,2-algorithm (enhanced with WJac = 80)
and the default algorithm (with cut-oﬀ on p⊥) for: (a) the angle between the gluon and
the quark, (b) the angle between the gluon and the radiator.
tions, which are applied to the branching probability in a parton shower approach. Indeed,
in the default algorithm, a weight is assigned to the branching probability in order to en-
sure that the true probability, calculated via Feynman graphs and given by equation (10),
is recovered at the end of the procedure. In the case of the p⊥evol,2-algorithm, one should
sum over all possible ways to reach a given final state and enforce that the total rate agrees
with the matrix-element one by defining a suitable weight. Unfortunately, time constraints
did not allow those matrix-element corrections to be calculated and implemented for the
new algorithm.
For completeness, we give some other histograms in Figure 20. As expected, the p⊥evol,2-
algorithm leads to more emissions than the default one. This can be seen from the his-
togram of the number of emissions per event: we get an average of 7 emissions per event
instead of 6 for the default algorithm. As a side remark, we see with the histogram of
the transverse momentum of the gluon that imposing a cut-oﬀ in the default algorithm
removes the tail of the distribution for values close to zero: the true transverse momentum
cannot be smaller than the cut-oﬀ.
3.3 The Ariadne transverse momentum as evolution variable
In this section, we will study another choice of evolution variable: the transverse momentum
used in the Ariadne algorithm.
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Figure 20: Comparison between the default Pythia algorithm using p⊥evol,1 and the one
using p⊥evol,2: (a) evolution variable p⊥evol, (b) transverse momentum of the gluon with
respect to the recoiler, (c) energy of the emitted gluon, (d) number of emissions per event.
The diﬀerent corrections have been added.
3.3.1 The approach
The Ariadne transverse momentum is defined as follows [15, 17]:
p2⊥A =
m2bcm
2
rc
m2bcr
=
m2am
2
rc
m2dip
, (54)
where mrc is the invariant mass of the {r + c} system. This transverse momentum is
diﬀerent from the true transverse momentum given by (44). In a frame where b and r are
back-to-back, p⊥A is the transverse momentum of c (for gluon emission). Thus, it is a good
measure of hardness. This choice of evolution variable is often used in dipole showers [17].
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In the rest frame of {a+ r}, we can write by using equations (39a), (39d), (41) and (43):
m2rc = m
2
r,0 + 2ErEc + 2pa,zpc,z = m
2
r,0 + 2(1− z)Ea(mdip −Ea) + 2pa,zpc,z
= m2r,0 + 2(1− z)Ea(mdip −Ea) + 2(1− z)E2a −m2a
= m2r,0 −m2a + (1− z)(m2dip +m2a −m2r,0).
(55)
Therefore, we get this expression for p2
⊥A:
p2⊥A =
m2a
m2dip
(m2r,0 −m2a + (1− z)(m2dip +m2a −m2r,0)). (56)
As before, we would like a p2
⊥A which goes to zero when Q
2 → 0 so we make the
substitution m2a ← Q2 inside (56) and we get the following evolution variable:
p2⊥evol,3 =
Q2
m2dip
(m2r,0 −Q2 + (1− z)(m2dip +Q2 −m2r,0)). (57)
In the collinear limit, this new evolution variable does not really coincide with the
previous ones. Indeed, for Q2 → 0, we get p2
⊥evol,3 ∼ (1 − z)Q2 (for mr,0 = 0). This
suggests another choice of evolution variable: p2
⊥evol,4 = (1− z)Q2 which coincides with the
default p2⊥evol,1 for z → 1 but not for z → 0. We will study these two choices in parallel.
Regarding the expression of the branching probability, this one remains unchanged for
p⊥evol,4 because the Jacobian is exactly equal to the unity. For p⊥evol,3, we get the following
reduced Jacobian:
J =
∣∣∣∣∣ Q
2
p2
⊥evol,3
∂p2
⊥evol,3
∂Q2
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣1− zQ
2
m2r,0 −Q2 + (1− z)(m2dip +Q2 −m2r,0)
∣∣∣∣∣ . (58)
We have again J → 1 when Q2 → 0 so we deal with this Jacobian in the same way as
before by introducing a local overestimation WJac for 1/J .
The constraints are a bit more cumbersome than in the previous case because we are not
dealing with the true transverse momentum anymore. However, it can be shown that we
get the same constraint as in the previous case for p⊥evol,3/4. Namely, p⊥cutoﬀ ≤ p⊥evol,3/4 ≤
mdip/2.
For the variable z, the constraints are diﬀerent. Indeed, we must have Q2 ≤ m2dipCorr =
(mdip − mr,0)2 − m2a,0 which implies z ≤ 1 − p2⊥evol,4/m2dipCorr. However, we do not get a
lower limit directly from the expression of p2
⊥evol,4. We choose to satisfy the usual condition
zmax = 1 − zmin and set p2⊥evol,4/m2dipCorr ≤ z ≤ 1 − p2⊥evol,4/m2dipCorr. Given the fact
that p⊥evol,3 and p⊥evol,4 coincide in the collinear limit, we use the same constraints for the
p⊥evol,3-algorithm. The overestimated region for z is then defined by z˜min = p2⊥cutoﬀ/m
2
dipCorr
and z˜max = 1− p2⊥cutoﬀ/m2dipCorr.
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3.3.2 Constructing the kinematics from (p2
⊥evol,3/4, z)
We again define X = Q2. In the case of the p⊥evol,4-algorithm, the extraction of m2a =
m2a,0 + X from p
2
⊥evol,4 is straightforward: m
2
a = m
2
a,0 + p
2
⊥evol,4/(1 − z). For the p⊥evol,3-
algorithm, a second-order equation must be solved. We get:
aX2 + bX + c = 0, (59)
with the following coeﬃcients:
a = z, (60a)
b = −(m2r,0 + (1− z)(m2dip −m2r,0)), (60b)
c = p2⊥evol,3m
2
dip. (60c)
The fact that we get a second-order equation instead of the third-order one that we
had in the case of the p⊥evol,2-algorithm makes the calculation of the solutions easier. It
is a technical improvement but the physical consequences are the same. We can calculate
the discriminant ∆ = b2 − 4ac. If ∆ ≥ 0, we get two possible solutions X1 < X2. As
before, these two solutions might be both physical. If so, we choose X1 with a probability
X2/(X1 + X2). Similarly to the p⊥evol,2-algorithm, we let the two solutions to contribute
to the branching probability through their respective Jacobian. For ∆ < 0, there is no
physical solution.
Once m2a has been calculated, we have to check that m
2
a ≤ (mdip − mr,0)2 and that
p2
⊥
≥ p2
⊥cutoﬀ where the true p
2
⊥
has been calculated from (44).
3.3.3 Results of the simulations
We see in Figures 21 and 22 that the p⊥evol,3-algorithm and the p⊥evol,4-algorithm agree
quite well over the whole angular range. This was expected since they coincide in the
collinear limit. These two algorithms agree also with the default algorithm except in the
region where the angle between the gluon and the quark is close to π. In that specific
region, it seems that the p⊥evol,3/4-algorithms are a bit more restrictive than the default
one. The histogram in Figure 23 gives an idea of how restrictive they are: we get an average
of 6 emissions per event for the p⊥evol,3-algorithm, 5.5 for the p⊥evol,4-algorithm and 6 for
the default one.
We can try to explain the diﬀerences between the p⊥evol,3/4-algorithms and the default
one with Figure 24. The true p2
⊥
as a function of p2
⊥evol is given for the diﬀerent algorithms
and for several values of z. The default algorithm is represented by the blue curve whereas
the p⊥evol,4-algorithm gives the green one.
For values of z close to unity, we have already stated that p2
⊥evol,1 and p
2
⊥evol,4 coincide
and thus give almost the same p2
⊥
. This can be seen with the plot drawn for z = 0.9. In
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Figure 21: Comparison between the default Pythia algorithm using p⊥evol,1 and the ones
using p⊥evol,3 and p⊥evol,4: (a) angle between the gluon and the quark, (b) angle between
the gluon and the radiator. The diﬀerent corrections have been added.
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Figure 22: Bin-by-bin diﬀerence between the p⊥evol,3/4-algorithms and the default algorithm
(with cut-oﬀ on p⊥) for: (a) the angle between the gluon and the quark, (b) the angle
between the gluon and the radiator.
contrast, for z → 0, we see with the three other plots that the two evolution variables
give diﬀerent p2
⊥
. More precisely, the p⊥evol,4-algorithm leads to a p2⊥ which becomes sig-
nificantly small compared to the p2
⊥
given by the default algorithm (the green curve is
strongly damped compared to the blue one). This diﬀerence at very small values of z
might explain why the p⊥evol,4-algorithm is more restrictive than the default one. Indeed,
for both algorithms, we have the condition p2
⊥
> p2
⊥cutoﬀ which must be fulfilled. For small
values of z, we see that almost all the values of p2
⊥evol,4 will lead to a too small p
2
⊥
and the
emissions thus will be rejected in most of the cases. On the contrary, some values of p2
⊥evol,1
can give reasonably large values of p2
⊥
and some emissions have a chance to be accepted.
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Figure 23: Histogram of the number of emissions per event.
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Figure 24: The true p2
⊥
calculated from (44) as a function of p2
⊥evol for diﬀerent algorithms
and diﬀerent values of z: (a) z = 0.9, (b) z = 0.3, (c) z = 0.1, (d) z = 0.05. We have fixed
ma,0 = mr,0 = mcharm.
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The same explanation holds for the p⊥evol,3-algorithm since p⊥evol,3 and p⊥evol,4 coincide
in the collinear limit. To summarize, by construction, the p⊥evol,3/4-algorithms allow less
high-energetic gluons (emissions with z close to zero) than the p⊥evol,1/2-algorithms.
3.4 Histograms of some observables
To close this part of the thesis, we give the histograms of some observables i.e. some
quantities which can be measured and compared to experimental data. We keep the same
global setting for the simulations (e+e− at
√
s = mZ). However, we now remove the
doVetoFSREmission method and allow all hadronic processes. Thus, the whole shower is
generated (and not only the first emission). The diﬀerent histograms are given in Figure
25 for 100 000 events.
The most important histogram is the number of jets. We have used the Lund cluster
algorithm [5] to evaluate the jet multiplicity. It appears that the four algorithms lead to
almost the same number of 3-jet events. However, the p⊥evol,4-algorithm seems to be the
one which generates the least amount of 3-jet events.
The thrust and the sphericity are measures of the topology of the event. The exact
definitions are given in [5]. We just remind that a thrust equal to one and a sphericity
equal to zero correspond to a 2-jet event whereas a thrust of one half and a sphericity of
one mean an isotropic event [5]. The four algorithms show a dominant 2-jet structure.
As expected, the p⊥evol,4-algorithm gives a bit more 2-jet events than the other ones since
its number of 3-jet events is the lowest. Figure 26 can be used to give a more accurate
description of the jet structure.
We finish with the charged multiplicity i.e. the number of charged particles which
were created during the event. With this histogram, we see that the default algorithm
and the p⊥evol,2-algorithm produce more charged particles than the two other. Also, the
p⊥evol,4-algorithm is the one which generates the lowest number of charged particles. This
is reasonable since we have already explained that this algorithm leads to less 3-jet events
than the other ones.
4 Dipoles vs global recoils in ISR
In this following section, we will now focus on how recoils are handled in ISR. We have
already explained the importance of defining a recoiler in FSR in order to ensure four-
momentum conservation when a parton, previously set on-mass-shell, gets a virtuality
during a branching. The same applies for ISR. The choice of the recoiler is not unique and
leads to diﬀerent kinematics. In the default Pythia algorithm, the global-recoil procedure
is used [15, 20].
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Figure 25: Comparison between the four algorithms: (a) charged multiplicity, (b) number
of jets (Lund), (c) thrust, (d) sphericity.
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Figure 26: Bin-by-bin diﬀerence between the p⊥evol,2/3/4-algorithms and the default algo-
rithm (with cut-oﬀ on p⊥) for: (a) the thrust, (b) the sphericity.
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4.1 Global recoils
Using a backward evolution to describe ISR, the situation is the following: we have a
hard process with two incoming partons (one on each side/beam of the collider) coming
from hadrons. For example, we can consider the process qq → Z0 given in Figure 27.
We now start our backward evolution and realize that the quark is actually coming from
the branching q′ → qg. This is illustrated in Figure 28. After the branching, the quark
q, which was previously on mass-shell, now has to get a virtuality Q2 = −p2q > 0. This
virtuality modifies the kinematics previously established, and a recoiler has to be defined
to ensure that all kinematical constraints are still fulfilled. In the default algorithm, the
parton on the other side of the collider always takes the role of recoiler. In our example, it
is the four-momentum of the antiquark q which is temporarily modified. As for FSR, this
change is done in such a way that the invariant mass of the qq system remains unchanged.
At the end of the construction of the kinematics, the four-momentum of the q is actually
recovered since the momentum fraction xq should not be changed. This is achieved via an
overall longitudinal boost back to the event frame (frame of the collider) [15].
q qZ0
z-axis
Figure 27: Sketch of the process qq → Z0. The three-momenta of the quark and the
antiquark are along the z-axis.
q
Z0
z-axis
g
q′
Figure 28: The quark q actually comes from the branching q′ → qg. The antiquark takes
the role of recoiler and the Z0 boson gets a transverse kick. After the branching, q′ and q
are along the z-axis.
In contrast to FSR, there is another requirement for ISR. Indeed, it is very convenient to
always have the two incoming partons along the z-axis of the event frame. More specifically,
we want to have p1,2 = x1,2(
√
s/2)(1; 0, 0,±1) in the event frame after each branching,
where
√
s is the total center-of-mass energy and x1,2 are the four-momentum fractions of
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the incoming partons 1 and 2. In our example, this means that the newly probed quark q′
must have its three-momentum along the z-axis of the event frame as specified in Figure
28. The consequence is that the quark q, which was along the z-axis before the branching,
now has got a transverse kick in the event frame. This transverse kick has to be balanced
for kinematical reasons which means that the Z0 boson has to get a transverse kick too.
Let us now assume that the quark q′ actually comes from the branching q′′ → q′g′. As
before, we want to have the newly probed quark q′′ along the z-axis of the event frame
which means that the whole system {Z0+g} (oval shape) gets a new transverse kick instead
of only the Z0 boson. The antiquark again takes the role of recoiler. This is the principle
of the global-recoil procedure implemented in the default Pythia algorithm. Each time a
branching occurs on one side of the collider, the other side takes the recoil and the whole
set of final partons created so far gets a transverse kick. This is why we talk about global
recoils. More details about the procedure can be found in [15, 20].
4.2 The dipole approach
Another way of dealing with recoils in ISR exists. This one uses the concept of dipoles
to select the parton which will take the role of recoiler during the branching. A dipole is
a colour-anticolour system. One of the two dipole ends is the radiator and the other end
takes the role of recoiler. An illustration of the concept of dipoles is given in Figure 29.
b
Z0
rb
r r
b
Figure 29: Colour flow for the process qq → Z0g. The beam remnants are symbolized by
the dashed lines.
In Figure 29, a red quark interacts with an antiblue antiquark to give a colour singlet
Z0 boson and a red-antiblue gluon. The red quark actually comes from a proton which is a
colour singlet. Therefore, when this one is extracted from the proton, the remaining part
of the proton, called beam remnant, has a lack (or hole) of red charge which is symbolized
by an antired charge. This antired charge will be recombined with the red charge at the
end of the parton shower during the hadronization process. The same idea is used for the
antiblue antiquark and its blue beam remnant. In such a situation, two dipoles are present.
One is stretched between the red charge of the gluon and the antired charge of the first
beam remnant. The other one extends between the antiblue charge of the gluon and the
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blue charge of the second beam remnant. We see here that a gluon necessarily belongs to
two dipoles at the same time since it carries two colours whereas a quark/antiquark is part
of only one dipole. In order to describe ISR with a backward evolution, the way to see
the diﬀerent dipoles is slightly altered. Indeed, the beam remnants are not partons and
are not interesting for the generation of the parton shower. Instead, we would like to use
the incoming partons. We then define some hybrid dipoles with one end in the final state
and the other end in the initial state. The dipoles we hence have in our case are the one
stretched between the red charge of the incoming quark and the red charge of the gluon
and the one between the antiblue charge of the incoming antiquark and the antiblue charge
of the gluon.
To describe these hybrid dipoles, a terminology has been set [20]. The system is called
Final-Initial (FI) (resp. Initial-Final (IF)) if the dipole end in the final state is the radiator
(resp. recoiler) and the one in the initial state takes the role of recoiler (resp. radiator). FI
type gives FSR whereas IF type leads to ISR. The transition between FI and IF should be
as smooth as possible regarding the emission rate. When the dipole ends are both in the
final state (resp. initial state), the dipole is said to be of Final-Final (FF) type (resp. II).
The FF dipoles were the ones we were working with in our study of FSR. The global-recoil
procedure actually deals only with Initial-Initial (II) dipoles since the recoiler is always
chosen to be the parton on the other side. An example of the four kinds of dipoles is given
in Figure 30.
rg gb
rp
pb
FI/IF
FI/IF
II
FF
Figure 30: Colour flow for the process g(rg) + g(gb)→ g(rp) + g(pb). Here, we are working
in the limit where the number of colours goes to infinity so that p stands for the new colour
purple. The dashed lines represent the colour lines stretching between the dipole ends. The
type of dipole is indicated.
The aim of this section is now to set up a procedure which handles recoils in ISR through
the dipole approach instead of using global recoils. The global-recoil procedure is known to
give a sensible description of the emission pattern of some processes [20]. However, there
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pγ∗
e− e−
q q
FI/IF
Figure 31: Deep inelastic scattering: an incoming electron scatters one of the quark within
the incoming proton. The dashed line represents the colour line stretching between the
two dipole ends.
are some cases where this procedure might not be the best choice. As an example, we can
look at deep inelastic scattering (DIS) illustrated in Figure 31.
In DIS, we see that a dipole of type FI/IF naturally stretches between the incoming
quark and the final scattered quark. If we consider a gluon emission oﬀ the incoming quark
then this emission must be associated with that dipole. It does not make much sense to
consider an II dipole like it would be done in the global-recoil procedure. Indeed, in the
default algorithm, it is the incoming electron which would take the recoil. However, this
electron is a colour singlet and the {q + e−} system is not a dipole from a colour point of
view. It is the final quark which should take the recoil.
The dipole approach is also useful to deal with the azimuthal distribution of the emitted
parton. Indeed, emissions can be considered as isotropic in azimuthal angle (asymmetries
due to gluon polarization left aside) if we construct the kinematics in the rest frame of
the colour dipole [20]. In the default procedure using global recoils, the kinematics is set
in the rest frame of the two incoming partons which are not necessarily colour-connected.
Therefore, enhancements for some values of the azimuthal angle (called azimuthal asym-
metries) exist and must be taken into account as it is explained in [20, 21]. In contrast,
with a dipole approach, azimuthal angles can simply be generated isotropically for each
ISR. This makes the treatment of azimuthal distributions easier.
Another reason why we would like to implement a procedure using a dipole approach
is that it combines ISR and FSR in a natural way through FI/IF dipoles. In the default
algorithm, the FI type is implemented as part of the FSR machinery [20], but it is com-
pletely disconnected from ISR in the sense that there is no smooth transition between the
emissions from the FI system and the IF system which is not used so far4. The aim is
4In the default algorithm, the emission pattern of the IF system is approximately generated by the II
dipole.
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then to add the IF type within the ISR machinery and to couple it to the FI type already
present in the default algorithm. This will, hopefully, give a better description of some
processes involving FI/IF dipoles such as DIS.
In order to add the IF type to the ISR machinery, we need to modify the way the
kinematics is constructed after each branching. In the default algorithm, every emission
is considered as coming from an II dipole, so the implemented kinematics is the one using
global recoils. We would like, of course, to keep this kinematics in the case where we
actually have a colour II dipole like for the process qq → Z0. However, if an IF system is
present then we will use another kinematics, where only the recoiler gets a transverse kick
instead of the whole set of final partons. We then usually talk about local recoils. This
is possible because we deal with a recoiler in the final state instead of one in the initial
state. With such a procedure, we see that if we have a sequence of emissions coming from
IF systems created by the splitting of the qq dipole , then recoils will be local which means
that the Z0 will not get any transverse kick after the first emission. In other words, the p⊥
spectrum of the boson will not be aﬀected by emissions coming from IF systems. This will
be a significant diﬀerence between the dipole approach and the global-recoil procedure.
4.3 Kinematics for IF emissions
We consider two incoming partons b and d, one on each side as illustrated in Figure 32,
with four-momenta pb,d = xb,d(
√
s/2)(1; 0, 0,±1) in the event frame. The two incoming
partons are taken to be massless.
b d
z-axis
Figure 32: Collision between a parton b and a parton d in the event frame. The three-
momenta are along the z-axis.
We now evolve the system via a backward evolution and we realize that parton b actually
comes from a branching a → bc. The parton b hence gets a virtuality Q2 > 0 and the
kinematics has to be modified. In the default algorithm, it is the parton d which would
take the role of recoiler. In the case of an IF system, we now decide that the recoiler is the
final parton f which is colour-connected to parton b. We call it colour partner. We will
construct the kinematics in the {b + f} rest frame. Once all four-momenta are specified,
we boost and rotate back to the event frame.
After the branching, it is the parton a which should be the incoming one, with four-
momentum p′a = xa(
√
s/2)(1; 0, 0, 1) in the event frame (primed labels are used to write
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momenta after the branching occurred). The parton d keeps its original four-momentum
so p′d = pd. For ISR, the variable z is not the energy sharing anymore (although they
coincide in the collinear limit). Instead, we define z = xb/xa like in equation (26). In
terms of invariant masses, we get z = m2bd/m
2
ad since m
2
bd = (pb + pd)
2 = xb xd s and
m2ad = (p
′
a + p
′
d)
2 = xa xd s (a, b and d are always taken as massless) [15]. Therefore, we
have the Lorentz-invariant relation p′a = pb/z.
d
z-axis
ca
Figure 33: Parton b actually comes from the branching a → bc. After the branching, a
and d are along the z-axis.
Before the branching, four-momentum conservation gives:
pb + pd = pf + pF , (61)
where pF denotes the sum of the four-momenta of all final partons except the colour
partner. After the branching a→ bc, we get:
p′a + p
′
d = p
′
f + p
′
F + p
′
c. (62)
Here, we impose p′d = pd as before but also p
′
F = pF . We only want to modify the
momentum of the colour partner. The diﬀerence between these two equations leads to:
p′a − pb = p′f − pf + p′c. (63)
where pb, p′a and pf are known. We need to determine p
′
f and p
′
c which in fact contain eight
unknowns. Equation (63) already gives four constraints. Three other constraints are:
p′c
2 = m2c , p
′
f
2 = p2f = m
2
f , (64)
p′b
2 = (p′a − p′c)2 = −Q2, (65)
which specify the rest mass and the virtuality of the involved partons. Equation (64) only
imposes that the colour partner keeps the same mass before and after the branching. In
total, we get seven constraints. The last one is just the azimuthal angle ϕ of the emitted
parton c, which is generated isotropically in the rest frame of the dipole, as explained
before.
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Our goal now is to express our unknowns as functions of the virtuality Q2 and of the
variable z. Those two variables are selected, as usual, via the veto algorithm. As mentioned
before, we go to the rest frame of {b+ f}. Before the branching, in that frame:
pb =
(
m2dip −m2f
2mdip
; 0, 0,
m2dip −m2f
2mdip
)
, (66)
pf =
(
m2dip +m
2
f
2mdip
; 0, 0,−m
2
dip −m2f
2mdip
)
, (67)
with m2dip = (pb + pf)
2 the invariant mass squared of the dipole. Note that this invariant
mass is not conserved during the branching. Using the constraints given above, one can
find that:
p′c =
(
1
z
− 1
)
pb + pshift, (68)
p′f = pf − pshift, (69)
with pshift given by:
pshift =
(
(2z − 1)Q2
2mdip
+ z
m2c
mdip
; p⊥ cosϕ, p⊥ sinϕ,− Q
2
2mdip
− z m
2
f
mdip
Q2 +m2c
m2dip −m2f
)
. (70)
Here, p⊥ is the transverse momentum of parton c with respect to the dipole axis. In the
dipole rest frame it is expressed as:
p2⊥ =
(
(1− z)(Q2 +m2c)−m2c
)(
1− z Q
2 +m2c
m2dip −m2f
)
−m2f
(
z
Q2 +m2c
m2dip −m2f
)2
. (71)
With this last equation, the kinematics is fully specified in the dipole rest frame. This
kinematics is constructed each time an emission comes from an IF system. The same veto
algorithm as the one implemented in the default Pythia can be used to generate the phase-
space point (Q2, z). However, the constraints must be adapted to the new kinematics. First
of all, we see that, like for FSR, p2
⊥
> 0 is not always satisfied and must be checked before
accepting the emission. This constraint also gives us an upper estimate for the variable z
as it did in the case of II dipoles [15]. The procedure is the same. We express this upper
limit as a function of the ISR evolution variable p2
⊥evol = (1− z)Q2, which is diﬀerent from
the one defined for FSR [15]. For simplicity, we set mc = 0. We then have:
p2⊥ = p
2
⊥evol
(
1− z
1− z
p2
⊥evol
m2dip −m2f
)
−m2f
(
z
1− z
p2
⊥evol
m2dip −m2f
)2
. (72)
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The constraint p2
⊥
> 0 implies that:
1−
(
2 +
p2⊥evol
m2dip −m2f
)
z +
(
1 +
p2⊥evol
m2dip −m2f
− m
2
f
m2dip −m2f
p2⊥evol
m2dip −m2f
)
z2 > 0, (73)
which gives the upper estimate for z:
zmax(p
2
⊥evol) =
2 +
(
p2
⊥evol − p⊥evol
√
p2
⊥evol + 4m
2
f
)
/(m2dip −m2f )
2
(
1 +
p2
⊥evol
m2dip−m
2
f
− m2f
m2dip−m
2
f
p2
⊥evol
m2dip−m
2
f
) . (74)
As for FSR, we define a cut-oﬀ p⊥cutoﬀ ≤ p⊥evol for the evolution variable and the upper
estimate above can be overestimated by z˜max = zmax(p2⊥cutoﬀ). The lower limit is the same
as for II dipoles [15]. More precisely, it comes from the fact that xa = xb/z ≤ 1 which
implies z ≥ xb. Therefore, the lower boundary can be taken to be z˜min = xb, which is
known from the previous emission.
Once the phase-space point (p2
⊥evol, z) has been selected, one should check that, indeed,
p2
⊥
> 0.
4.4 Probability of emission
Now that the kinematics has been set up, we want to analyze the emission pattern in case
of IF systems. This one can be studied through the naive probability of emission given by
equation (21). In case of ISR, PDFs rates have to be included as in equation (28), but we
deal with those rates in the same way as for II dipoles [15]. We then focus only on the
behaviour of the naive probability.
We will use again DIS as an example. More precisely, we consider the contribution of
a gluon emission oﬀ the quark in DIS. At O(ααs), two Feynman graphs contribute to this
process. They are given in Figure 34.
From a parton-shower point of view, the first graph represents an emission from an IF
type whereas the second graph can be interpreted as an emission from a FI type. The
default FSR machinery includes FI systems so the contribution from the second graph
is already taken into account in the default algorithm. We would now like to see if the
probability of emission used with an IF system generates the emission rate associated to
the first graph, which is missing in the default parton shower.
Here, we will use the Catani-Seymour variables (x, z1) which are very convenient for
this kind of process. They are defined as follows [22]:
x =
|q2|
2 p2 · q , z1 =
p1 · p2
p2 · q . (75)
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q(p2) g(p3)
γ∗(q) q(p1)
q(p2)
γ∗(q) q(p1)
g(p3)
Figure 34: The two Feynman graphs contributing to the process γ∗q→ qg at O(ααs). The
assigned four-momenta of the particles are given in brackets.
We now have to express our usual Q2 and z variables in terms of these new variables. We
do that via the kinematics of IF systems established previously by noting that p′a = p2,
p′f = p1, p
′
c = p3 and q = p1 + p3 − p2. We set mc = mq = 0 for simplicity. One finds that:
z = x, Q2 = m2dip
1− z1
x
, (76)
with the Jacobian: dQ2 dz =
m2dip
x dx dz1. Therefore, the probability of emission for an IF
type and for the branching q → qg is:
dP IFq→qg =
4
3
αs
2π
dQ2
Q2
1 + z2
1− z dz =
4
3
αs
2π
(1 + x2) dx dz1
(1− x)(1− z1) . (77)
We see here that the soft and collinear singularities are mapped onto the singularities
x = 1 and z1 = 1 in this IF case. This is a relevant result. Indeed, if we examine the full
parton-level cross-section for the process γ∗q → qg calculated using Feynman graphs, one
can find that it behaves like (x2 + z21)/((1 − x)(1 − z1)) [22]. Therefore, it turns out that
the probability of emission for the branching q → qg in the case of IF actually generates
all the singularities of the full cross-section on its own. In other words, this probability
of emission, combined with an IF system, can be used to generate emissions coming from
both the IF type and the FI type i.e. the full FI/IF dipole. dP IFq→qg is suﬃcient to describe
the emission pattern of the two Feynman graphs given in Figure 34.
In FSR, the FF dipole is artificially split into two dipole ends via equation (10). The
sum of the two contributions approximates the emission pattern of the full FF dipole. Here,
it seems natural to apply the same procedure and split the FI/IF dipole into an IF contri-
bution and a FI one. However, since dP IFq→qg is enough to generate all the singularities, this
splitting will not be made. Moreover, there is another advantage in using only IF systems.
Indeed, we see that the probability dP IFq→qg not only reproduces the singularity structure
of the full cross-section but also the numerator in a reasonable way. More specifically, the
probability has the numerator 1+x2 instead of x2+ z21 , which is a sensible approximation.
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Using a FI/IF splitting would lead to a more cumbersome numerator since the variables
(Q2, z) are not trivially related to the Catani-Seymour variables (x, z1) in the case of FSR5.
Therefore, it seems that using only dP IFq→qg gives a better matrix-element matching than
splitting the full dipole into an IF type and a FI type. This is due to the definition of the
z variable in the case of ISR.
From a kinematical point of view, it also makes sense to work with only the IF type.
Indeed, in the case of a FI/IF dipole, the dipole end in the initial state must remain along
the z-axis of the event frame after each branching. This is unlike FF dipoles where either
dipole end may change directions. Also, the momentum fraction of this dipole end has to be
increased after the branching in order to absorb the virtuality [20]. These two requirements
give a strong restriction on how the kinematics must be constructed for a FI/IF dipole.
Therefore, the IF kinematics and the FI kinematics are the same in principle, even if the
calculations diﬀer because of the diﬀerent interpretations of the variables in ISR and FSR.
Working with only one type then seems reasonable.
It is now important to verify if these features are also present for the other kinds of
branchings. We will then compare probabilities of emission for IF systems and for FI
systems and check if the emission pattern of the FI type can be described through the IF
type only as before. To make the comparison easier between ISR and FSR, we will use
the invariant masses as variables. For the branching a → bc in the case of IF, they are
m2ac = (p
′
a + p
′
c)
2 and m2fc = (p
′
f + p
′
c)
2. In the case of FI, we take m2bc = (p
′
b + p
′
c)
2 and
m2rc = (p
′
r + p
′
c)
2 where r is the colour partner in the initial state which takes the role of
recoiler (see Figure 11). The detailed kinematics of FI systems can be found in [20]. In
the massless case, we get for IF:
z =
m2dip
m2dip +m
2
fc
, Q2 = m2ac. (78)
For FI, the energy sharing z and the virtuality Q2 of the branching parton a are given by:
z =
m2dip(m
2
dip +m
2
bc)−m2rc(m2dip −m2bc)
(m2dip +m
2
bc)
2
, Q2 = m2bc. (79)
The behaviours m2ac → 0 and m2rc → 0 correspond to emissions which can be associated
to the dipole end in the initial state i.e. the IF framework. Similarly, the limits m2bc → 0
and m2fc → 0 characterize emissions assigned to the dipole end in the final state which is
the FI picture. Table 1 summarizes the singularity structure of the branching probabilities
for IF and FI.
We see that for the branchings q → qg and g → gg, dP IFa→bc contains both the singu-
larities m2ac = 0 and m
2
fc = 0. The first one is expected since we are dealing with an IF
5We remind that, in the case of FSR, z is interpreted as an energy sharing and not as a ratio of
momentum fractions. We then lose the very convenient relation z = x.
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Branching a→ bc Singularities
of Pa→bc(z)
Singularities
of dP IFa→bc
Singularities
of dPFIa→bc
q → qg 1
1− z
dm2ac dm
2
fc
m2acm
2
fc
dm2bc dm
2
rc
m2bc
q → gq 1
z
dm2ac dm
2
fc
m2ac
dm2bc dm
2
rc
m2bc
g → gg 1
z(1 − z)
dm2ac dm
2
fc
m2acm
2
fc
dm2bc dm
2
rc
m2bc
g → qq 1 dm
2
ac dm
2
fc
m2ac
dm2bc dm
2
rc
m2bc
Table 1: Singularity structure of the probability of emission for IF and FI. For IF, the
parton b in the branching a → bc is the one which was incoming before the backward
evolution. The mapping between IF and FI labels is the following: a ↔ r, f ↔ b and
c↔ c.
system but the singularity m2fc = 0 is actually the same as the singularity m
2
bc = 0 which
shows up in dPFIa→bc. Therefore, the probability dP IFa→bc seems to be suﬃcient to describe
the emission pattern of both IF and FI systems in those cases. For the branchings q → gq
and g → qq, dP IFa→bc has the expected form and does not show an additional singularity.
This is due to the fact that these branchings, combined with an IF type, lead to a final
configuration which can only be reached through ISR and not from FSR. Hence, there is
no need to try to do the matching IF/FI in these cases. All the possible configurations
have been studied and the result is given in Table 2.
The general strategy is to use as much as possible the branching probabilities of the IF
type. We will explain the example of qi − gf in detail. First, we study the emission of a
gluon. This one might either come from the ISR q → qig or from the FSR gf → gg. In
both cases, we get the same final configuration. The FSR would usually be described in the
FI framework. However, here, we decide to use the double-singularity structure of dP IFq→qig
to describe both the ISR and the FSR. This allows a very smooth transition between ISR
and FSR. The only problem is that the FSR gf → gg will be described with the wrong
colour factor if one uses dP IFq→qig, since the probability contains CF instead of CA/2 (the
factor 1/2 comes from the fact that each gluon belongs to exactly two dipoles [20]). We
will address this issue later.
We now focus on the ISR g→ qiq. This one leads to a final configuration which cannot
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Dipole configuration:
initial end - final end
Branching a→ bc Emission pattern
described with:
qi - qf
qf → qg dP IFq→qig
q → qig dP IFq→qig
g → qiq dP IFg→qiq
gi - gf
gf → gg dP IFg→gig
g→ gig dP IFg→gig
q → giq dP IFq→giq
gf → qq dPFIgf→qq
qi - gf
gf → gg dP IFq→qig
q → qig dP IFq→qig
g → qiq dP IFg→qiq
gf → qq dPFIgf→qq
gi - qf
qf → qg dP IFg→gig
g→ gig dP IFg→gig
q → giq dP IFq→giq
Table 2: The four configurations of an IF/FI dipole with all the branchings which can occur.
We have specified the probability of emission which is used to describe the branching.
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be obtained with a FSR from gf . We then describe the emission pattern with dP IFg→qiq
which shows only one singularity as wanted. The same applies for the FSR gf → qq which
can only be described by dPFIgf→qq since there is no ISR which would give an equivalent final
configuration. Here, we need to keep the FI framework for this specific case. For those two
branchings, the dipole picture is not really suitable.
We will now fix the problem of the colour factor for the FSR gf → gg. The idea is
to find a smooth weight which is equal to unity for a gluon emission oﬀ qi and equal to
(CA/2)/CF for a gluon emission oﬀ gf , since the colour factor associated to dP IFq→qig is CF
and we want CA/2. A way to get a smooth weight is to use the invariant masses. We
choose the weight:
wqi−gf =
m2fc +
CA/2
CF
m2ac
m2fc +m
2
ac
. (80)
We see that wqi−gf → 1 for m2ac → 0 (emission from qi) and wqi−gf → (CA/2)/CF for
m2fc → 0 (emission from gf). In terms of our usual variables p2⊥evol = (1 − z)Q2 and z, we
get:
m2fc = m
2
dip
1− z
z
, m2ac = Q
2 =
p2
⊥evol
1− z , (81)
which lead to the weight:
wqi−gf =
m2dip(1− z)2 + CA/2CF z p2⊥evol
m2dip(1− z)2 + z p2⊥evol
. (82)
The same procedure can be applied for the configuration gi - qf with the ISR g → gig
and the FSR qf → qg. The weight here is:
wgi−qf =
m2dip(1− z)2 + CFCA/2 z p2⊥evol
m2dip(1− z)2 + z p2⊥evol
. (83)
The two other configurations do not need any correction since the two dipole ends have
the same flavour.
4.5 Simulations
We will now test our new procedure with some Pythia simulations. We first come back
to DIS.
4.5.1 DIS
As explained in a previous section, DIS naturally leads to a FI/IF dipole with a configu-
ration of type qi − qf . According to Table 2, three branchings are possible. The two first
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lead to the process γ∗q→ qg given in Figure 34. The last branching can be related to the
process γ∗g→ qq represented in Figure 35.
g(p2) q(p3)
γ∗(q) q(p1)
g(p2) q(p1)
γ∗(q) q(p3)
Figure 35: The two Feynman graphs contributing to the process γ∗g→ qq at O(ααs). The
assigned four-momenta of the particles are given in brackets.
For those two processes, the expression of the matrix element is known and can be used
to check if our parton shower approach gives a reasonable description. The calculation of
the matrix elements is performed in [23]. One finds that:
|M|2(γ∗q→ qg) ∼ 1
sˆ tˆ
, |M|2(γ∗g→ qq) ∼ 1
uˆ tˆ
, (84)
with the Mandelstam variables sˆ = (p1 + p3)2, tˆ = (p2 − p3)2 and uˆ = (p2 − p1)2.
We simulate these two processes with the same setting as the one which would be used
at an ep collider like HERA at DESY, Hamburg [24]. We take a 27.5 GeV electron beam
and a 920 GeV proton beam which give a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 2
√
27.5× 920 ≃
318GeV. The hard process is chosen to be the scattering e−q→ γ∗ → e−q given in Figure
31. q can be either a quark or an antiquark and the five flavours are allowed. We focus
only on QCD emissions and on the parton level so QED emissions, weak emissions and all
hadronic processes are turned oﬀ. We study both ISR and FSR at the same time. In order
to ensure that we get at least one emission for most of the events, we add the constraint
that the transverse momentum of e− and q after the scattering must be bigger than the
value pˆ⊥min = 10GeV.
In Figure 36, we give the Mandelstam variables obtained via the simulations. For the
process γ∗q → qg, we get an enhancement for sˆ = 0 and for tˆ = 0 as expected from
the expression of the matrix element. The same applies for the process γ∗g → qq with
enhancements for uˆ = 0 and tˆ = 0. Therefore, the behaviour of the matrix elements seems
to be correctly reproduced by our parton shower approach.
As we did for FSR, we now look at the opening angle θ between the emitted parton
and the dipole end in the initial state (qi). This angle is measured in the dipole rest frame
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Figure 36: Histograms of the three Mandelstam variables sˆ, |tˆ| and |uˆ|: (a) for the process
γ∗q→ qg, (b) for the process γ∗g→ qq.
(rest frame of {qi + qf}). The histograms for the two processes are given in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Opening angle between the emitted parton and the dipole end in the initial
state: (a) for the process γ∗q→ qg, (b) for the process γ∗g→ qq.
As expected, for the process γ∗q→ qg, we get enhancements for θ = 0 and θ = π. Those
two enhancements are directly related to the two singularities present in the expression of
dP IFq→qig (see Tables 1 and 2). For the process γ∗g→ qq, we observe only one enhancement
for θ = 0. This is due to the fact that the branching probability dP IFg→qiq shows only one
singularity. This process can only be described through ISR so most of the emissions are
associated to the dipole end in the initial state.
In the case of the process γ∗q→ qg, one can see an asymmetry between the two peaks.
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This asymmetry comes from the expression of the branching probability. To see that, we
use the IF kinematics in order to write the singularities of dP IFq→qig in terms of the opening
angle θ between the emitted parton c and the dipole end in the initial state b. We make
the change of variables (Q2, z)→ (θ, z). In the massless case, we have that:
Q2 = m2ac = (p
′
a + p
′
c)
2 = 2E ′aE
′
c(1− cos θ). (85)
Here, we have used the fact that p′a = pb/z so θac = θbc = θ. Using the expressions:
E ′c =
(
1
z
− 1
)
mdip
2
+
(2z − 1)Q2
2mdip
, E ′a =
mdip
2z
, (86)
one can find that:
Q2 = m2dip
(
1
z
− 1
)
1− cos θ
1 + (2z − 1) cos θ . (87)
The branching probability then becomes:
dP IFq→qig ∼
dQ2
Q2
dz
1− z =
2z dz
1− z
d(cos θ)
(1− cos θ)(1 + (2z − 1) cos θ) . (88)
The singularity m2ac = Q
2 = 0 is mapped onto the singularity θ = 0 and we get
enhancements of the probability in that region. The singularity z = 1 (or m2fc = 0) leads
to enhancements for θ = π. Indeed, for z → 1, the factor 1 + (2z − 1) cos θ becomes
1 + cos θ which gives the additional singularity θ = π. The observed asymmetry between
the two peaks can be understood by the fact that this expression (and the kinematical
constraints) is not symmetric under the transformation θ ← π− θ. The diﬀerence between
the amplitudes of the two peaks depends on phase-space cuts like the value of pˆ⊥min chosen
before, on the center-of-mass energy
√
s of the collision and on other parameters.
4.5.2 Z0 production
The second process we will study is the Z0 production at a pp collider at an energy of√
s = 7TeV. The hard process is chosen to be qq → Z0g i.e. the production of the
Z0 boson plus the emission of an additional gluon. This leads to the formation of the
two FI/IF dipoles q-g and q-g (see Figure 38). These two dipoles have the same qi − gf
configuration and four kinds of branchings are possible (see Table 2). We use the same
setting as before except that we take pˆ⊥min = 20GeV.
As before, we can check the distribution of the opening angle between the emitted
parton and qi in the dipole rest frame. The results are given in Figure 39. We get the
behaviours that one can expect given the singularity structure of the probability of emission
associated to each branching in Table 2. For the gluon emission (q → qig + gf → gg),
the green curve is the behaviour that one would get if the weight given by (82) were not
implemented. It appears that the diﬀerence is not so important since the weight is of order
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Figure 38: Colour flow for the process qq → Z0g. The dashed lines represent the colour
lines stretching between the dipole ends.
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Figure 39: Opening angle between the emitted parton and the dipole end in the initial
state: (a) for the branchings q → qig and gf → gg (b) for the branching g → qiq.
of unity, but this weight must be present for consistency and to ensure that the colour
factors which are used are the right ones. The angular distribution for the FSR gf → qq
has not been plotted since it is described with the usual FSR machinery.
A relevant histogram in the case of Z0 production is the p⊥ spectrum of the boson
in the event frame. This one is given in Figure 40a. We compare the new procedure
involving dipoles (blue curve) with the default one (red curve). With the new procedure,
the transverse momentum of the boson is fixed by the hard process and is not altered by
further emissions. This is the strategy of local recoils: the boson does not get any p⊥
kick. The lower limit is fixed by our choice of phase-space cut (here pˆ⊥min = 20GeV). In
contrast, with the global-recoil procedure implemented in the default algorithm, the boson
gets a p⊥ kick after each emission so all the emissions after the hard process will aﬀect
the final p⊥ spectrum. Therefore, the p⊥, initially bigger than pˆ⊥min, can be reduced after
several branchings, but also shifted upwards.
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Figure 40: Transverse momentum of the Z0 boson: (a) for the process qq → Z0g, (b) for
the process qg → Z0q. The procedure using dipoles is compared to the default algorithm.
In Figure 40b, the p⊥ spectrum of the Z0 boson is given for the process qg→ Z0q. This
process is interesting because it leads to the formation of one FI/IF dipole gi− qf and one
II dipole gi−qi (see Figure 41). Therefore, an emission oﬀ gi can be described either in the
IF framework or in the II picture involving global recoils. In the first case, the Z0 boson
will not get any p⊥ kick since the recoil is local. In contrast, if the emission is described
as coming from the II dipole then the p⊥ of the boson will be aﬀected. This is illustrated
in Figure 40b. It gives an example of a coupling between an II dipole and a FI/IF dipole.
Z0
II
FI/IF
g
q
q
Figure 41: Colour flow for the process qg → Z0q. The dashed lines represent the colour
lines stretching between the dipole ends.
The two hard processes qq→ Z0g and qg → Z0q are interesting to check that the new
procedure gives the expected result. However, physical conclusions are better drawn from
the study of the process qq → Z0 at √s = 7 TeV and with pˆ⊥min = 0 GeV. By choosing
this specific hard process, the two previous processes are also included, but generated by
the shower machinery instead (the Sudakov factor is thus taken into account). The p⊥
spectrum of the Z0 boson is given in Figure 42. It can be seen that the distribution is more
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spread out for the default algorithm. This is due to the global-recoil procedure which shifts
upwards the spectrum. This clearly appears by comparing the tails of the two distributions.
Despite these diﬀerences, the overall shapes agree quite well for this process. The physical
shape which can be expected from a diagrammatical approach is discussed in [20]. These
two p⊥ spectra given by the two schemes should be compared with experimental data in
order to conclude about their validity.
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Figure 42: Transverse momentum of the Z0 boson for the process qq→ Z0. The procedure
using dipoles is compared to the default algorithm.
4.5.3 QCD jets
To finish, we will study the production of QCD jets at the LHC for
√
s = 14TeV. The
hard process for the pp collision is chosen among several hard QCD processes like qq → qq,
gg → gg, qg→ qg, ... QED and weak emissions are turned oﬀ but the hadronization process
is required here. The phase-space cut is set to pˆ⊥min = 100GeV. The algorithm used to
make the jet analysis is called FastJet and is based on the anti-k⊥ algorithm [6, 25]. A
cluster of particles is identified as a jet if its transverse momentum is bigger than 20 GeV.
The results of the simulation are given in Figures 43 and 44.
It appears that the new procedure produces more jets than the default algorithm.
The charged multiplicity histograms are really close. However, it seems that the default
algorithm generates a bit more charged particles. Indeed, the average6 charged multiplicity
is lower for the new procedure, 241 instead of 246. This is somewhat surprising, since
6These values are given for indicative purposes only. No error estimation has been made yet.
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Figure 43: Comparison between the new procedure and the default algorithm: (a) number
of QCD jets, (b) charged multiplicity.
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Figure 44: Comparison between the new procedure and the default algorithm: (a) trans-
verse momentum of the first jet, (b) transverse momentum of the second jet, (c) transverse
momentum of the third jet, (d) transverse momentum of the fourth jet.
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typically a higher jet rate goes with a larger particle multiplicity. Figure 44 gives the
transverse momenta of the four first jets. It can be seen that the new scheme not only
generates more jets but also harder third and fourth jets, while the first two become softer.
Further studies will be needed to sort out why some distributions suggest more activity
and others less with the new procedure.
5 Conclusions and outlook
The first goal of this thesis was the study of three possible choices of transverse-momentum-
ordered evolution variable for FSR. The idea behind this study was to set up a procedure
which allows a switch between several definitions of evolution variable in order to earn
some flexibility within the parton shower algorithm. According to the study carried out in
section 3, it turns out that using the true transverse momentum p⊥evol,2 and the Ariadne
transverse momentum p⊥evol,3 as evolution variable leads to technical issues. More specifi-
cally, the extraction of the virtuality Q2 from the expression of the transverse momentum
is more cumbersome in the sense that several solutions might be possible. Moreover, the
Jacobian in the branching probability is not as trivial as in the case of the default algo-
rithm and has to be handled. Despite those technical issues, the p⊥evol,2-algorithm and the
p⊥evol,3-algorithm give sensible results, after some corrections. The third choice of evolution
variable, namely p2
⊥evol,4 = (1−z)Q2, gives a straightforward procedure since its expression
is simple. However, this evolution variable has a behaviour in the region z → 0 which is
not wanted. Therefore, the default evolution variable p2
⊥evol,1 = z(1− z)Q2 seems to be the
most suitable choice to describe FSR.
The second direction which has been explored in section 4 is the treatment of recoils
for ISR. The aim was to establish a procedure involving local recoils within the framework
of colour dipoles. This procedure has to be thought of as an alternative to the global-
recoil procedure implemented in the default Pythia. Nevertheless, in some cases7, the
two procedures have to be combined. The first part was to construct the kinematics of an
IF emission. Thereafter, this kinematics has been used to study the branching probability
for an IF type and, thus, the emission pattern of the full FI/IF dipole. This study has
shown that the branching probability of an IF system is enough to describe the radiation
of a gluon oﬀ an FI/IF dipole. However, the branching g→ qq has to be handled separately
since it does not suit the dipole framework. In this specific case, a piece of the default FSR
machinery is retained. The natural matching between the expression of the IF branching
probability and the usual matrix element is actually due to the definition of the z variable
in the case of ISR. Based on this observation, a new procedure using IF probabilities of
emission has been developed.
This new procedure has been tested with some simple examples such as Z0 production
7The two procedures have to be used in parallel when both an II dipole and a FI/IF dipole are present.
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and DIS. The results seem reasonable and give an alternative description compared to the
default procedure. However, a deeper analysis, based on comparisons with experimental
data, is highly recommended in order to fully validate this new procedure. More specifically,
the azimuthal distribution of emissions should be verified. In the dipole approach, the
azimuthal angle is selected isotropically in the dipole rest frame, and then asymmetries are
induced by boosts to the event frame. Another relevant distribution is the p⊥ spectrum of
the Z0 boson, since the new approach gives a recoil to the boson in fewer emission steps. In
the case of Z0 production, one can also analyze the number of jets produced in association
with the Z0 as well as the p⊥ spectra of those jets. It would be also interesting to study
further the diﬀerences between the default procedure and the new one in terms of number
of jets and charged multiplicity, in the case of hard QCD processes.
Finally, for the purpose of matching and merging with higher-order matrix elements, it
may turn out to be convenient to use the global recoil scheme for the first few emissions
and the local one for the rest. Indeed, the new procedure implies a need to keep track
of the colour flow and identify the diﬀerent dipoles, which may make the matching and
merging more challenging than the global recoil procedure. In addition to the II dipole
issue, this is one reason why global and local recoils may coexist in the future.
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